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Abstract 

Cellular communication systems that provide telephone communication service to mobile 

users have experienced a rapid growth during the last five years. The current cellular systems 

are analog in nature. These systems employ frequency modulation. As the spectrum gets 

crowded, bandwidth efficient digital systems will find increasing application. 

Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying (GMSK) and 7r/4-Differential Quadrature Phase Shift 

Keying (7r/ 4-DQPSK) have been identified as the modulation methods for the European 

and the North American digital cellular systems respectively. The communication channel 

for the cellular systems is commonly referred to as the land mobile radio channel. The 

land mobile radio channel can be modeled as a frequency selective Rayleigh fading channel 

corrupted by additive white Gaussian noise. In addition to cochannel interference, delayed 

signals and Doppler effects have to be considered. 

In this thesis the effect of predetection filter bandwidth on the bit error rate performance 

of GMSK with one-bit differential detection in this environment has been analyzed. The bit 

error rate performance of GMSK with two-bit differential detection has also been analyzed. 

Numerical computation is used to obtain GMSK bit error rate results for various combi-

nations of channel parameters. The computed bit error rate results for one-bit differential 

detection indicate that the normalized predetection filter bandwidth can be kept at one for 

all types of land mobile radio channels. The computed bit error rate results for two-bit 

differential detection can be used to predict the performance of GMSK more accurately in 
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land mobile radio channels. 

An upper bound on the bit error rate is also derived for convolutional coded 7r/ 4-DQPSK 

modulation with frequency-offset diversity and soft decision Viterbi decoding. Based on the 

numerically computed bit error rate bound it was found that the combination of frequency-

offset diversity and convolutional coding results in a very significant improvement compared 

to a simple differential detector receiver which does not have any diversity and soft decision 

Viterbi decoding. The bound derived is verified by simulation to get an estimate of the 

bit error rate. It was found that the bound is quite tight and can be used to predict the 

performance of convolutional coded 7r/4-DQPSK. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Background 

The history of radio communication dates back to the nineteenth century. H.G. 

Hertz, a German scientist, demonstrated that radio waves could propagate in a wire-

less medium. Before the twentieth century, M.G. Marconi showed the first wireless 

communication "on the move" between a land-based station and a tugboat. There-

after, many maritime mobile services were established and operated successfully. On 

land, in 1921, the Detroit Police Department experimented with one-way radio broad-

cast for police cars. In this experiment, police officers were instructed to respond by 

stopping and calling back on the wired telephone system. Later, the mobile unit was 

able to communicate to the base station. The frequency used was around 2 MHz. 

The next change in mobile radio communications did not come until the late 1930's 

during World War II, when there was a sudden and pressing need for two-way mobile 

communications. 

Commercial applications of mobile radio communications started in the late 1940's. 

The usefulness of mobile radio services was first recognized by the public safety ser-

vices such as police and fire departments, highway maintenance, and local government 

services. Gradually the private sector also started using mobile radio services. 

The traditional approach to mobile radio communication was based on "broad-

1 
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casting". A very high power transmitter (200 or 250 W) at the tallest point in the 

coverage area was used as the base station. Even though a large area of about 50 

miles radius could be covered this way, the capacity (number of simultaneous voice 

channels) was severely limited. During this period, six channels near 150 MHz were 

available for use. By the middle of the 1950's, due to the reduction of channel spac-

ing from 60 kHz to 30 kHz, a total of eleven channels could be used at 150 MHz. 

Almost at the same time, the Federal Communications Commission created twelve 

more channels at 450 MHz. 

The modern commercial mobile radio cellular system was planned in the 1960's. 

After a long gestation period this system was launched in the early 1980's. The first 

American commercial mobile radio cellular system came into service in Chicago in 

1983. This system operates in a 40 MHz band between 800 and 900 MHz. 

In mobile radio cellular communication, the coverage area is divided into a number 

of cells with a relatively low power transmitter for each cell. Frequency reuse is 

deployed in cells separated by a minimum distance. A call "handover" mechanism 

has to be initiated to handle the calls without causing disruption when the mobile 

users move from one cell to another. Most of the current cellular mobile radio systems 

use analog frequency modulation for speech transmission. 
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1.2 Digital Cellular Systems 

1.2.1 Need for Digital Cellular Systems 

The ultimate objective of telecommunications is to enable anyone to communicate 

instantly with anyone else from anywhere. This objective can be achieved only by 

mobile radio communication. At the end of 1991 the estimated number of worldwide 

subscribers for cellular telephony exceeded 16 million [1]. Motorola predicts that the 

number of cellular and Personal Communication Network subscribers will reach 100 

million by the year 2000. The first generation mobile radio cellular systems cannot 

meet this demand. 

Another shortcoming of the first generation mobile radio cellular systems is the 

limited ability of the central processor and its cellular telephones to exchange infor-

mation during the course of a call. All control information passes through the voice 

channel on a "blank and burst" basis, which means that speech is briefly (in the order 

of 100 ms) interrupted while a control message moves between a cellular phone and 

its base station. This interruption is perceived as a "click" that degrades the quality 

of communication and limits the throughput of control information during a call. 

To overcome some of the limitations of first generation technology and to satisfy the 

exploding demand for wireless access to communication networks, industry has been 

working on the second generation cellular technology. Second generation mobile radio 

cellular phones will employ digital speech transmission. An advantage of converting 

message signals into digital form is the robustness of a digital signal. The impairments 
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introduced by the noise and interference can be corrected. Also the second generation 

mobile radio cellular phones will have dedicated channels for the exchange of control 

information between terminal and base station during a call. This will significantly 

increase the throughput of control information during a call without degrading the 

quality of communication. Power consumption of digital systems is much lower and 

the equipment is generally lighter in weight and more compact. Hence in mobile radio 

cellular systems, there are more advantages of using digital technology. 

Four different standards for the second generation mobile radio cellular system 

have been defined worldwide. They are: 

1. The Pan-European digital cellular system referred to as GSM (Global System 

for Mobile Communications). 

2. The North American dual-mode time division multiple access cellular system 

referred to as Interim Standard-54. 

3. The North American dual-mode code division multiple access cellular system 

referred to as Interim Standard-95. 

4. Japan Digital cellular system. (This standard is not yet completely defined). 

1.2.2 Digital Modulation Techniques 

The modulation method for speech transmission for the North American digital 

mobile radio cellular systems as defined in IS-54 is a linear modulation technique, 

known as 'n14-shifted Differential Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (ir/4-DQPSK). The 
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modulation method for the European digital mobile radio cellular system as defined 

in GSM is Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying (GMSK). These modulation techniques 

have been analyzed in this thesis. A description of these modulation techniques is 

presented in Chapter 2. 

1.2.3 Land Mobile Radio Channel 

The modulated signal transmitted from a mobile radio is reflected by various re-

flectors and then received at the receiver. The effect is to produce not one but many 

different paths between the transmitter and the receiver. This is known as multipath 

propagation. It is the two-edged sword of mobile radio telephony. On the one hand, 

reflection and multipath propagation allows radio waves to "bend around corners," 

reaching receivers which are not in line of sight with the transmitter. On the other 

hand, multipath propagation creates some of the most difficult problems associated 

with the mobile environment. The three most important multipath issues, which are 

described in detail in Chapter 2, for the digital cellular system designer are: 

1. Random phase shift, which creates rapid fluctuations in signal strength known 

as Rayleigh fading. 

2. Random frequency modulation due to different Doppler shifts on different paths. 

3. Delay spread of the received signal, which results in frequency-selective fading. 

Mobile radio cellular systems employ frequency reuse. This results in cochannel 

interference, i.e., the receiver in a particular cell also receives a small amount of 
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interfering signal from a cell in the next cluster which is using the same frequency. 

And finally there is Additive White Gaussian Noise, which is uniformly distributed 

throughout the mobile radio communication band. Based on the above, a land mobile 

radio channel model should incorporate: 

1. Fast fading with Rayleigh envelope fluctuation and uniformly distributed phase 

modulation. 

2. Frequency-selective fading caused by the delayed signal. 

3. Cochannel interference caused by frequency reuse strategy of cellular systems. 

4. Additive White Gaussian Noise. 

This model of a land mobile radio channel has been used in this thesis. 

1.2.4 Receiver 

Demodulator 

The received 7/4-DQPSK or GMSK signal, which is distorted by the above men-

tioned factors of the land mobile radio channel, can be demodulated by coherent or 

non-coherent detectors. Due to the carrier phase recovery process, coherent detection 

requires a more complex receiver than non-coherent detection. Thus the possibility of 

non-coherent detection is an advantage since non-coherent detection methods use low 

complexity receiver structures. Further, in a fast fading channel, coherent detection 

results in a higher irreducible bit error rate than non-coherent detection [2, 3]. This 
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occurs because of the phase locking problems in the carrier recovery circuit of the co-

herent receiver. Hence it is advantageous to use non-coherent detectors in fast fading 

land mobile radio channels. A non-coherent detection method known as differential 

detection is considered in this thesis. 

The deleterious effects of the land mobile radio channel on the radio signal were 

enumerated above. In digital systems, all forms of signal degradation manifest them-

selves into a common measure: the bit error rate. The digital mobile radio cellular 

system must be able to tolerate a very high bit error rate. In wireline digital systems, 

bit error rates of 10-8 or better are routine. In mobile applications channel error 

rates of 10-2 or worse must be anticipated. In other words, the error rate in the 

mobile environment is a million times worse than for the normal wire circuit. Various 

strategies are employed to improve the bit error rate performance in a mobile radio 

cellular system. Two often used methods are: 

1. Diversity combining techniques. 

2. Error correction techniques. 

Diversity combining techniques 

Diversity refers to any of several techniques used for sampling the received signal 

more than once. By either combining these signals or selecting the best of them, the 

signal-to-noise ratio at the receiver is improved. To counteract the fading, the samples 

must be taken in such a way that the fading characteristics of different samples are 

uncorrelated. Various diversity combining techniques have been proposed and studied 
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for mobile radio communication systems [4, 5, 6]. A new diversity technique called 

frequency-offset diversity is easy to implement and is particularly suited for mobile 

radio communication systems [7]. This diversity technique has been considered in 

this thesis. This technique is described in Chapter 2. 

Error correction methods 

Once the incoming pulses have been sampled and decided to the best of the diver-

sity combining and demodulator's capability, there is still the possibility that errors in 

detection may have occurred. It is possible to cleanse the received bit stream further 

by means of error correction techniques. All error correction techniques are based on 

the principle that by encoding the bit sequence prior to transmission in such a way 

as to introduce certain redundant information, the presence of errors can be detected 

by the receiver. Using the knowledge of the coding principle and the redundant infor-

mation, the receiver implements the error correction. To improve the bit error rate 

performance, the use of error correcting convolutional code of rate 1/2 and constraint 

length 6 is specified in IS-54. This convolutional coding has been considered in this 

thesis. 

1.3 Literature Review 

There is considerable literature on the bit error rate performance of GMSK in land 

mobile radio channels. The bit error rate of GMSK using coherent detection under 

fast fading has been reported using experimental and computer simulation methods 

in [8, 9, 10]. Theoretical analysis of limiter discriminator detection of GMSK in a 
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fast Rayleigh fading channel was given in [11]. The effect of predetection filtering 

on bit error rate of GMSK using limiter discriminator detection in a fast Rayleigh 

fading channel was considered in [12]. Theoretical analysis of bit error rate of GMSK 

using limiter discriminator detection in a frequency-selective fast Rayleigh fading 

channel corrupted by cochannel interference and additive white Gaussian noise was 

given in [13]. An analytical study of one-bit and two-bit differential detection of 

GMSK in a Rician slow fading channel which characterizes a satellite mobile radio 

channel was presented in [14]. Theoretical analysis of one-bit and two-bit differential 

detection of GMSK in a fast Rayleigh fading channel was presented in [15] and [16] 

respectively. In [17] an analytical study of bit error rate of GMSK with one-bit 

and two-bit differential detection in a frequency-selective fast Rayleigh and Rician 

fading channel was presented. Error performance of GMSK with two-bit differential 

detection in a bandlimited frequency-selective mobile radio channel was presented in 

[18]. In [19] bit error rate performance of GMSK using one-bit differential detection 

in a frequency-selective fast Rayleigh fading channel corrupted by additive white 

Gaussian noise and cochannel interference was presented. 

As in the case of GMSK, considerable literature is also available for the bit error 

rate performance of 7/4-DQPSK in land mobile radio channels. In [20] bit error rate 

performance of M-ary differential phase shift keying modulation using coherent de-

tection and considering adjacent channel interference, cochannel interference and fast 

fading has been studied by computer simulation. In [2] bit error rate performance 

of r/4-DQPSK using limiter discriminator detection in a fast Rayleigh fading chan-
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nel has been studied by computer simulation. In [21] bit error rate performance of 

7/4-DQPSK using differential detection in a fast Rayleigh fading channel and in an 

additive white Gaussian noise and cochannel interference combined interference envi-

ronment has been studied by computer simulation and experimental measurements. 

In [22] the bit error rate performance of binary differential phase shift keying modu-

lation using coherent and differential detection in a slow Rayleigh fading channel in 

presence of cochannel interference and additive white Gaussian noise has been theoret-

ically analyzed. In [23] the bit error rate performance of binary differential phase shift 

keying modulation in a fast Rayleigh fading channel in presence of multiple cochan-

nel interference has been theoretically analyzed. In [24, 25] the error probability 

for systems employing differential detection in a Rician fast fading environment and 

Gaussian noise was analyzed theoretically. A simpler formula for M-ary differential 

phase shift keying employing differential detection in a satellite mobile radio channel 

with narrow band receiver filter was theoretically derived in [26]. In [27, 28] the effect 

of frequency-selective slow fading on the error probability of non-coherent and coher-

ent detection of differential phase shift keying was theoretically analyzed. In [29] the 

bit error rate results of differential phase shift keying modulation using differential 

detection in a frequency-selective fast Rayleigh fading channel taking into account ad-

jacent channel interference, cochannel interference and additive white Gaussian noise 

were presented. In [30] bit error rate performance of 7/4-DQPSK using differential 

detection in a frequency-selective fast Rayleigh fading channel corrupted by cochan-

nel interference and additive white Gaussian noise was theoretically analyzed. It has 

been shown in [30] that a frequency-discriminator followed by an integrate and dump 
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filter is equivalent to the differential detection of M-ary differential phase shift key-

ing signals. In [31] the bit error rate performance of 7/4-DQPSK modulation using 

tangent type differential detection with an integrated symbol timing and carrier fre-

quency estimation algorithm in a frequency-selective fast Rayleigh fading corrupted 

by cochannel interference and additive white Gaussian noise was studied. In [32] the 

BER performance of 7/4-DQPSK with post detection diversity reception using dif-

ferential detection in a frequency-selective fast Rayleigh fading channel in presence of 

cochannel interference and additive white Gaussian noise was theoretically analyzed. 

In [33] the bit error rate of convolutional coded DQPSK with Viterbi decoding in a 

fast Rayleigh fading channel in presence of cochannel interference and additive white 

Gaussian noise was theoretically analyzed. 

From the above literature review it is seen that for GMSK modulation the effect 

of predetection filtering on bit error rate of GMSK using one-bit differential detection 

has not been reported. Also the bit error rate performance of GMSK modulation us-

ing two-bit differential detection in a frequency-selective fast Rayleigh fading channel 

corrupted by cochannel interference and additive white Gaussian noise has not been 

theoretically analyzed. Such an analysis will give more accurate results for the per-

formance of GMSK, as the cochannel signal, the delayed signal, the effect of Doppler 

frequency and the effect of IF filter are all present in a practical system. 

Also the bit error rate performance of convolutional coded 7/4-DQPSK with some 

form of diversity has not been reported. A receiver structure with the combination of 

diversity and soft decision Viterbi decoding could result in significant improvement 
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in performance. A performance analysis of such a system in a frequency-selective fast 

Rayleigh channel corrupted by cochannel interference and additive white Gaussian 

noise is not available. 

1.4 Research Objectives 

The objectives of the research work reported in this thesis are the following: 

1. To analyze the effect of predetection filtering on the bit error rate of GMSK mod-

ulation using one-bit differential detection in a frequency-selective fast Rayleigh 

fading channel corrupted by cochannel interference and additive white Gaussian 

noise. 

2. To analyze the bit error rate of GMSK modulation using two-bit differential 

detection in a frequency-selective fast Rayleigh fading channel corrupted by 

cochannel interference and additive white Gaussian noise. 

3. To derive an expression for an upper bound on the bit error rate of convo-

lutional coded 7/ 4-DQPSK modulation using frequency-offset diversity and 

Viterbi decoding in a frequency-selective fast Rayleigh fading channel corrupted 

by cochannel interference and additive white Gaussian noise. 

4. To develop a simulation program to verify the upper bound on bit error rate 

derived in (3) above. 
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1.5 Thesis Outline 

In addition to this introductory chapter, this thesis contains six chapters. In 

Chapter 2, digital modulation schemes, Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying and 7r/4-

Differential Quadrature Phase Shift Keying are described in detail. The land mobile 

radio channel is also described in this chapter along with the frequency-offset receiver 

diversity technique. In Chapter 3, the effect of predetection filtering on the bit error 

rate of GMSK modulation using one-bit differential detection is analyzed and the bit 

error rate is computed for different values of predetection filter bandwidth and under 

different channel conditions. In Chapter 4, the bit error rate of GMSK modulation 

with two-bit differential detection is analyzed and this performance is computed for 

various channel parameters. In Chapter 5, an upper bound on the bit error rate of 

convolutional coded 7/4-DQPSK using frequency-offset diversity and soft decision 

Viterbi decoding is derived. Bit error rate results are computed for different channel 

parameters. Chapter 6 contains a simulation study of the North American digital 

cellular system as per the IS-54 standard. Bit error rate results are presented for 

various channel parameters. Finally, the conclusions are presented in Chapter 7. The 

theoretical and simulation work done in this thesis has been reported in a number of 

publications in [13, 34, 35, 36, 37]. 



2. Digital Cellular System 

The need for digital cellular systems has already been identified in Chapter 1. 

In this chapter the digital modulation techniques, 71/4-DQPSK and GMSK, are de-

scribed. Various factors that degrade the transmitted signal in a land mobile radio 

channel are also described. Finally some techniques to improve the bit error rate are 

discussed. 

2.1 The Need for Modulation 

Digital modulation is the process by which digital symbols are transformed into 

signal waveforms that are compatible with the characteristics of the channels. In the 

case of baseband modulation, these waveforms are pulses. In the case of bandpass 

modulation, the information signal modulates a sinusoid called a carrier-wave or sim-

ply a carrier. For radio transmission, the carrier is converted to an electromagnetic 

(EM) field for propagation to the desired destination. One might question the neces-

sity of using a carrier for radio transmission of baseband signals. This becomes clear 

if one considers that the transmission of the EM fields through space is accomplished 

with the use of antennas. To efficiently couple the transmitted EM energy into space, 

the dimensions of the antenna aperture should be comparable to the wavelength of 

the signal being transmitted. Wavelength, a, is equal to c/f, where c, the speed of 

light in free-space, is 3 x 108 m/s. For a baseband signal with frequency f = 3000 

14 
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Hz, A = 105 m = 60 miles. To efficiently transmit a 3000 Hz signal through space 

without carrier-wave modulation, an antenna that spans about 60 miles would be 

required. Even if one was willing to inefficiently transmit the EM energy with an 

antenna measuring one-tenth of a wavelength, the antenna size is impractical. How-

ever if the information to be transmitted is first modulated using a higher frequency 

carrier, for example a 30 GHz carrier, the equivalent antenna diameter is less than 

1/2 inch. For this reason, carrier-wave or bandpass modulation is an essential step 

for all systems involving radio transmission. 

Bandpass modulation results in other important benefits in signal transmission. If 

more than one signal utilizes a single channel, different signals may be separated by 

a technique known as frequency-division multiplexing. Modulation can also be used 

to minimize the effects of interference. A class of such modulation methods, known 

as spread-spectrum modulation, requires a system bandwidth much larger than the 

minimum bandwidth required by the information. Modulation can also be used to 

place a signal in a frequency band where design requirements, such as filtering and 

amplification, can be easily met. 

In most commercial VHF and UHF (150-900 MHz) mobile radio systems, single 

channel per carrier (SCPC) analog FM transmission techniques are used for voice 

transmission. One of the most important objectives of the emerging digital voice 

transmission systems is to achieve high bandwidth efficiency. A bandwidth efficient 

modulation technique should satisfy the following requirements [20]: 

1. Compact output power spectrum: Out-of-band power radiated into the adjacent 
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channel should be 60 to 80 dB below that in the desired channel. This is nec-

essary to avoid adjacent channel interference (ACI), which causes performance 

degradation. As the vehicle moves, a fading of 40 to 60 dB may occur. Even 

under such deep fades a carrier-to-adjacent-signal-interference ratio of about 20 

dB should be maintained. 

2. Good probability of error (Pe) performance: This implies high immunity to 

thermal noise and cochannel interference. Thus a low transmitter power and 

high-density cochannel reuse may be used. 

3. Class-C nonlinear power amplifier: This is necessary to save supplied power 

and improve the efficiency of the output stage and is especially important for 

miniaturizing mobile or portable radio units. 

In order to satisfy the first requirement, the power spectrum of the modulated RF 

signal output must be appropriately filtered. This cannot be performed at the final 

RF stage in multichannel transceivers, because no tunable RF filter that satisfies the 

system requirements is available. Therefore, intermediate frequency (IF) or baseband 

filtering with frequency upconversion is used. However, when a filtered IF signal 

is upconverted and amplified by a nonlinear class-C power amplifier, then spectral 

restoration (regrowth) occurs. In order to avoid spectral restoration, constant enve-

lope bandwidth efficient modulation techniques, having compact-spectrum and a good 

P, performance property, have to be employed. Two digital modulation techniques 

that meet these requirements are described in the following sections. 
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2.2 7r/4-Differential Quadrature Phase Shift Keying 

The modulation format chosen for the North American dual-mode cellular system 

(NADMCS) is 7r/4-differential quadrature phase shift keying (7r/ 4-DQPSK). To un-

derstand the modulation behavior, it is instructive to consider various blocks for a 

typical digital modulation. 

The modulation signal has two components, called inphase (I) and quadrature 

(Q). The I-axis and the Q-axis form a coordinate system that presents the magnitude 

and phase of the signal being analyzed. The length of the vector from the origin 

represents the magnitude of the signal, and the angle of the vector referenced from 

the positive I-axis indicates the phase of the signal (Figure 2.1 (a)). To determine the 

phase and magnitude of a digital signal, a reference signal must be available. On the 

transmitting side, the reference signal comes from a local stable oscillator. On the 

receiving side, the reference is usually derived from the incoming phase-modulated 

signal. Figure 2.1 (b) and (c) show four signals of varying phase and their associated I-

Q diagram. Digital communication systems use a combination of RF signals of specific 

phase and magnitude to represent specific bit patterns. The simplest method of doing 

this is on-off keying. In this method a digital one is transmitted when the radio carrier 

is on for one data clock period and a digital zero is transmitted when the carrier is 

off for one period. The I-Q diagram for on-off keying is shown in Figure 2.2. Note 

in Figure 2.2 that there are two states, one for each bit of information transmitted. 

Quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) uses one of four phase states to represent a 

particular data symbol. An I-Q diagram of QPSK is shown in Figure 2.3 (a). The 
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Figure 2.2 On-Off keying I-Q diagram. 

reference chosen for 0° is arbitrary. In this system, two bits are required to define 

the possible phase states, because for any data symbol, there are four potential phase 

states. As shown in Figure 2.3 (b), to determine the phase relationships and the 

corresponding digital bit patterns requires a known phase reference for comparison. 

Differential quadrature phase shift keying (DQPSK) is a modification of QPSK 

modulation. This format also has four phase states, which requires two bits per data 

symbol. The difference here is that the phase states are defined relative to the last 

phase state. This means that the absolute phase of the system is not required because 

the phase of the current symbol is determined from the phase state of the previous 

symbol. The phase state of a symbol is determined by the phase transition defined 

for that symbol. For example, consider the phase transitions defined for the symbols 

shown in Table 2.1. Based on these definitions, symbols arriving in the order as shown 

in Table 2.2 would have the associated phase states, assuming an initial state of 0°. 

Thus the phase state of the current symbol is dependent on the phase state of the 
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Table 2.1 Phase transition of DQPSK 
Symbol DQPSK Phase Transition 

00 
01 
10 
11 

0° 
90° 

—90° 
180° 

Table 2.2 Phase states at different time instants 
Arrival time Symbol New Phase State 
t 00 0° 
t+1 10 —90° 
t+2 10 180° 
t+3 00 180° 

previous symbol and the phase transition defined for the current symbol. 

The 7/4-DQPSK modulation system is very similar to DQPSK, in that it is a 

differential quadrature phase shift system. The difference is that in the plane, 

the possible phase states rotate 45° for each symbol. Table 2.3 compares the phase 

transitions for DQPSK and 7/4-DQPSK modulation system. 

The constellation of points on the I-Q diagram now has a total of eight points, but 

only four are possible for any given symbol. Figure 2.4 shows the possible constellation 

of points for 'r/4-DQPSK. If the initial phase is at the 0°, the possible next phase 

Table 2.3 Comparison between DQPSK and 7/4-DQPSK 
modulation formats 

Symbol DQPSK Phase Transition 7/4-DQPSK Phase Transition 
00 0° 45° 
01 90° 135° 
10 —90° —45° 
11 180° —135° 
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Figure 2.4 I-Q diagram of 7/4-DQPSK modulation. 
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Figure 2.5 Unfiltered phase transitions for 7r/4-DQPSK. 

states could be 45°,135°, 225° and 315°. For the next symbol, the possible phase 

states would be 0°, 90°, 180° and 270°. This pattern continues, allowing a total of 

eight phase states for 7r/4-DQPSK. 

The unfiltered phase transitions for 7r/4-DQPSK shown in Figure 2.5 produce sharp 

trajectories in the I-Q plane, which results in a large amount of spectral splatter dur-

ing the phase transitions. To control the spectral splatter, filtering is applied to the 

baseband I-Q signals. The filter specified in the IS-54 is a square root raised cosine 
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filter with an a (roll-off factor) of 0.35. The raised cosine filter not only minimizes the 

spectral splatter, but also reduces the intersymbol interference. Intersymbol interfer-

ence is caused by the effects of filtering at various locations (transmitter, channel and 

receiver) throughout a typical baseband digital system. 

The theoretical minimum system bandwidth needed to detect 1/T symbols/s with-

out any intersymbol interference is known to be 1/2T Hz. For this case, a rectangular 

filter shape in the frequency domain is required. This type of filter is difficult to ap-

proximate, but if the filter bandwidth is increased, the approximation task is much 

easier. This modification to the filter bandwidth is defined by a term called the filter 

roll-off factor, or a. Let Wo represent the absolute theoretical minimum bandwidth, 

1/2T Hz. Let W represent the bandwidth of the filter. The roll-off factor is defined 

to be a = (W — Wo)/Wo. The roll-off factor specifies the ratio of the required excess 

bandwidth to the filter's -6 dB bandwidth. Figure 2.6 shows the frequency response 

of a raised cosine filter for several values of a. Notice that the amplitude response is 

6 dB down at the theoretical minimum bandwidth point, regardless of the value of a. 

Figure 2.7 shows the impulse response of a raised cosine filter with an a of 0.35. 

By examining this response, one can see that the impulse response crosses through 

nulls at the symbol decision points. This implies no intersymbol interference when 

this filter is used. To maximize the signal-to-noise ratio, a matched filter must be 

used. This requires a similar filter in the transmitter and the receiver. To accomplish 

this, the raised cosine filter frequency response is modified by taking the square root 

of this function. This yields a square root raised cosine filter. 
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Figure 2.8 Impulse response of a square root raised cosine 
filter with an a of 0.35. 

Figure 2.8 shows the impulse response of a square root raised cosine filter with 

an a of 0.35. Notice that this impulse response does not have nulls at the symbol 

decision points. This indicates that there will be some intersymbol interference for 

this filter characteristics. The intersymbol interference problem is rectified because 

the receiver has another square root raised cosine filter. When the transmitted data is 

filtered by the receiver's square root raised cosine filter, the received data should have 

no intersymbol interference. This is the filter arrangement chosen for the NADMCS. 
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2.3 Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying 

The modulation format chosen for the European digital cellular system as defined 

in Global System for Mobile Communication (GSM) is Gaussian Minimum Shift Key-

ing (GMSK). This is a modified form of Minimum Shift Keying (MSK) modulation 

and it is useful to look at MSK before GMSK is discussed. Most of the summary pre-

sented in this section is based on the description of MSK modulation by Pasupathy 

[38]. 

Consider an input binary bit stream ak , (ak = +1), k = 0, 1, 2, ... arriving at a rate 

of 1/T baud which is separated into two streams al (t) and aQ(t) consisting of even 

and odd bits, respectively, as shown in the example waveforms of Figure 2.9 (a). The 

two pulse trains modulate the inphase and quadrature components of the carrier and 

the sum s(t), the modulated quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) signal, can be 

represented as 

1 1 
s(t) = ai(t)cos(27rfet) + aQ (t)sin(27rfct). (2.1) 

The offset quadrature phase shift keying (OQPSK) signaling can also be repre-

sented by (2.1) and the difference between the two modulation techniques is only in 

the alignment of the two bit streams. The odd and even bit streams, transmitted at 

the rate of 1/2T baud, are synchronously aligned in QPSK (as shown in Figure 2.9 (a)) 

such that their transitions coincide. OQPSK modulation is obtained by a shift or off-

set in the relative alignments of a 1(0 and aQ (t) data streams by an amount equal 
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to T as shown in Figure 2.9 (b). Because of this offset the two modulations respond 

differently when they undergo bandlimiting and hardlimiting operations, encountered 

in applications such as mobile communications. The difference in the behavior of the 

two modulations can be understood by a study of the phase changes in the carrier in 

the two modulations. The phase changes in QPSK can take one of the four values, 

0°, ±90° or 180° while in the case of OQPSK the phase changes are limited to 0° and 

90°. Since phase shifts of 180° have been avoided, the envelope does not go to zero 

as it does in the bandlimited QPSK case. Tests [39] indicate that unlike QPSK, the 

spectrum of OQPSK after limiting remains relatively unchanged and seems to retain 

its bandlimited nature. OQPSK signals also seem to perform better than QPSK in 

the presence of phase jitter associated with noisy reference carrier [40]. Furthermore, 

the offset of T seconds between the two bit streams in OQPSK has been shown to 

be optimum in terms of phase jitter immunity in the presence of additive Gaussian 

noise [41]. All these advantages possessed by OQPSK stem mainly from the fact that 

OQPSK avoids the large phase changes of 180° associated with the QPSK format. 

This suggests that further suppression of out-of-band interference can be obtained, if 

the OQPSK signal format can be modified to avoid phase transitions altogether. This 

is the motivation for designing a constant envelope modulation scheme. Continuous 

phase MSK is one such scheme and is discussed next. 

MSK can be thought of as a special case of OQPSK with sinusoidal pulse weight-

ing [42, 43]. Consider the OQPSK signal, with the bit streams offset as shown in 

Figure 2.9 (b). If sinusoidal pulses are employed instead of the rectangular shapes, 
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the modified signal can be defined as MSK and equals 

s(t) = (t)cos(4-)cos(27 ht) + aQ(t)sin( 724-)sin(27f,t). (2.2) 

Figure 2.10 shows various components of the MSK signal defined by (2.2). Fig-

ure 2.10 (a) shows the modified inphase bit stream waveform, for the sample al stream 

shown in Figure 2.9 (b). The corresponding values of the even-bits are shown as ±1 

inside the waveform. The inphase carrier (the first term in (2.2)), obtained by multi-

plying the waveform in Figure 2.10 (a) by cos(27f,t), is shown in Figure 2.10 (b). Sim-

ilarly, the sinusoidally shaped odd-bit stream and the quadrature carrier are shown 

in Figure 2.10 (c) and (d). The composite MSK signal s(t), the addition of Fig-

ure 2.10 (b) and (d), is shown in Figure 2.10 (e). The waveform in Figure 2.10 (e) 

can be better understood if (2.2) is written as 

s(t) = cos[27rfct + bk(t) ,117- + k], (2.3) 

where bk is +1 when al and aQ have opposite signs and bk is -1 when al and aQ have 

the same sign and Ok is 0 or 7t corresponding to ar = 1 or -1. Note that bk (t) can also 

be written as —al(t)acd (t). 

From Figure 2.10 (e) and (2.3), the following properties of MSK can be deduced: 

1. It has a constant envelope. 

2. There is phase continuity in the RF carrier at the bit transition instants. 
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3. The signal is a frequency shift keying (FSK) signal with signaling frequencies 

f+ = fc + 1/4T and f_ = f, — 1/4T. Hence the frequency deviation equals half 

the bit rate, i.e., Af = f+ — f_ = 1/2T. 

This is the minimum frequency spacing that allows the two FSK signals to be 

coherently orthogonal, hence the name "minimum shift" keying. 

4. The excess phase of the MSK signal is given by the term 

7i-t 7rt 
= = 

2".1 2T 
(2.4) 

in (2.3), which increases or decreases linearly during each bit period of T sec-

onds. A bit bk of +1 corresponds to a linear increase of the carrier phase by 90° 

and corresponds to an FSK signal at the higher frequency f+. Similarly bk = —1 

implies a linear decrease of phase by 90° over T seconds, corresponding to the 

lower frequency f_. In order to make the phase continuous at bit transitions, 

the carrier frequency h should be chosen such that h is an integral multiple of 

1/4T, one-fourth the bit rate. The excess phase 0(t) is shown in Figure 2.10 (f), 

with the corresponding frequencies and values of bk shown below. 

The power spectrum of MSK does not satisfy the stringent requirements with respect 

to out-of-band radiation for a single channel per carrier mobile radio. However, the 

output power spectrum of MSK can be manipulated by using a premodulation low 

pass filter (LPF) as shown in Figure 2.11. 

To make the output power spectrum compact, the premodulation LPF should have 
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Figure 2.11 GMSK modulator. 

1. Narrow bandwidth and sharp cutoff. 

2. Low overshoot in the filter impulse response. 

3. Maintain an average phase shift of 7/2 over a bit period in the output waveform. 

The first condition is needed to suppress the high frequency components, the second 

is to protect against excessive instantaneous frequency deviation, and the third is for 

the coherent detection to be applicable as in MSK. A LPF with Gaussian impulse 

response satisfies all the above described conditions. Consequently, the modified MSK 

modulation using a premodulation Gaussian LPF is an excellent modulation technique 

for mobile radio telephony. Such a modified MSK is named Gaussian MSK or GMSK. 

Figure 2.12 shows the computed results for the output power spectrum of a GMSK 

signal with the normalized frequency difference from the carrier center frequency, 

i.e., (f — fe)T, as the x-axis variable. The normalized 3 dB down bandwidth of the 

baseband premodulation Gaussian LPF, BbT, is used as a parameter. The parameter 

BbT can be selected by the system designer considering overall spectrum constraints 

of the system with GMSK as the modulation method. 
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2.4 Land Mobile Radio Channel 

25 

A typical model of a VHF and UHF land mobile radio transmission link consists 

of an elevated base station antenna free from the influence of local scatterers and 

reflectors, a line of sight (LOS) propagation path to the general location of a moving 

vehicle, and a mobile antenna mounted on the vehicle. No direct LOS propagation 

path exists between the base and mobile antennas due to natural and constructed ob-

stacles in the neighborhood of the vehicle. In such an environment the transmission 

link may be modeled as random multiple propagation paths, varying with the vehi-

cle movement. The random multiple propagation paths result in multipath fading. 

Multipath fading results in envelope fading, Doppler spread and time-delay spread. 

Further, the effect of cochannel interference and additive white Gaussian noise are 
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also present in the radio link. In the next section, the underlying principles of these 

phenomena are discussed. Most of the summary presented in this section is based on 

the description of land mobile channel given in [44, 45]. 

2.4.1 Rayleigh fading 

The main effect of multipath propagation is that the reflected radio wave may 

undergo drastic alteration in some of the fundamental characteristics, particularly 

phase and amplitude. The phase of one reflected wave may be rotated such that it 

arrives out-of-phase with the other reflected wave. If the two signals, assuming for the 

moment that there are only two, are exactly 180° out-of-phase, they will cancel each 

other at the receiver. The signal effectively disappears. Other partial out-of-phase 

relationships among the multiple received signals produce lesser reductions in the 

measured signal strength. This reduction in the measured signal strength is termed 

as fading. 

The concept of fade is therefore a spatial concept. Assuming the transmitter 

to be stationary, at any given spot occupied by the receiver the sum of all direct 

and reflected paths from a transmitter to a receiver produces an alteration in signal 

strength related to the degree to which the multipath signals are in phase or out-of-

phase. This signal strength may be somewhat more - or considerably less - than the 

expected signal strength. The expected signal strength is defined as that which would 

be expected on the basis of the direct path alone and taking into account free-space 

loss and environmental attenuation. If the actual measured signal is significantly 

weaker - say 30 dB - than the expected signal level, then the spot can be conceived 
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as a 30 dB fade, for the given frequency and for the given transmitter location and 

precise configuration of the reflectors. As long as all these factors remain constant, 

the signal received at a given spot will always be 30 dB less then the expected signal 

strength. 

The number, the spacing, and the depth of these fades are characterized statisti-

cally. The fades are said to fall within a statistical distribution known as the Rayleigh 

distribution, and for this reason the phenomenon is often referred to as Rayleigh fad-

ing. The mobile environment is often called, from this perspective, the Rayleigh 

environment. The Rayleigh environment is filled with fades of varying depths. The 

depth and spacing of the fades is related to the radio frequency. At a frequency of 

800 MHz, the maximum fades occur every few inches. These maximum fades are 

very deep: the signal strength is reduced by 10,000 to 100,000 times down from its 

expected value. In between are many shallower fades. It is as though, from the radio 

point of view, the static world is full of countless holes of varying depths. The radio 

signal cannot reach into the bottom of these deep holes, which means that if the 

receiving antenna is inside one of these holes at any instant in time it will not receive 

the transmitted signal. The individual holes are small: moving the antenna a couple 

of inches will take it out of a deep fade and restore a good signal. 

Now imagine an automobile antenna moving through this radio channel at 120 

kmph. The antenna passes through hundreds of holes of varying depths every sec-

ond, causing the signal strength to fluctuate very rapidly between normal levels and 

fades ranging up to 40 dB or more. An amplitude monitor on a mobile receiver will 
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Figure 2.13 Typical fading signal received while the mobile 
unit is moving. From Ref. [44] 

draw a graph like Figure 2.13. This is the way Rayleigh fading is usually experienced 

and portrayed. These signal amplitude fluctuations constitute by far the most dif-

ficult challenge of the mobile environment. Rayleigh fading is the dominant design 

challenge for any digital mobile radio proposal. It is a characteristic of the environ-

ment and cannot be directly altered by the system designers. Although there are 

several available countermeasures, all involve additional cost and complexity. 

2.4.2 Doppler Shift 

Another aspect of the mobile channel is caused by the movement of the vehicle 

relative to the transmitter. Because of this movement of the vehicle the frequency 

of the received signal varies. The variation in the frequency of the received signal 

is known as Doppler shiaft. It is known that, to a stationary observer the sound 
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of a horn on a moving car appears to be slightly higher in pitch when the car is 

approaching rapidly and slightly lower in pitch when the car is receding. Similarly, 

radio transmissions are frequency shifted due to the relative motion of the vehicle. 

This frequency shift varies considerably as the mobile unit changes direction, speed, 

and is handed off from one cell to the next, and it introduces considerably random 

frequency modulation in the mobile signal. Moreover, the Doppler shift affects all 

multiple propagation paths, some of which may exhibit a positive shift, and some 

a negative shift, at the same instant as shown in Figure 2.14. Roughly speaking, 

Doppler-induced random frequency modulation is correlated with the vehicle speed 

for a given frequency. At 40 kmph and 900 MHz, the median Doppler offset is about 

33 Hertz, which under certain conditions can be sufficient to introduce distortion 

objectionable to the ear. 

2.4.3 Delay Spread 

Because the signal follows several paths, and because some of the reflected paths 

are longer than the other, the multiple signals arrive with a slight additional delay 

as shown in Figure 2.15. Because different paths result in slightly different time of 

arrival, the effect is to smear or spread out the signal. In a digital system, particularly 

one operating at a high bit rate, the delay spread causes each symbol to overlap with 

preceding and following symbols, producing intersymbol interference. 

The delay spread is fixed, depending upon frequency. Therefore, the degree of 

intersymbol interference from this source is dependent upon the transmission bit rate 

and the modulation level, which sets the symbol time. If the bit rate is high and 
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the symbol time is similar in magnitude to the average delay spread, the rate of 

intersymbol interference can be quite high. In effect, delay spread sets a limit on the 

transmission symbol rate in a digital mobile channel. One study found that a delay 

spread of 1,us was typical for indoor office and work environment at 800 MHz [46]. 

Assuming 4-level modulation, or 2 bits per symbol, and a rate of 200 kilosymbols per 

second (equal to 400 kilobits per second), each symbol would occupy about 5µs. This 

would imply an average symbol overlap of up to 20%. It should be noted that this is 

a statistical property; some percentage of delay spreads would be significantly greater 

than this. The study concluded that for these frequencies in these environments, this 

was the maximum intersymbol interference that could be tolerated without adaptive 

equalization. 

In outdoor environments in which a mobile telephone would have to operate, the 

reflected paths may be significantly longer, and delay spread may range up to several 

microseconds or more [47]. The longer delay spreads are typically found in more 

urban areas, where there are more reflectors. Longer delay spread means either that 

the symbol rate must be reduced or some form of adaptive channel equalization must 

be employed which adds cost. 

2.4.4 Cochannel Interference 

Mobile radio communication systems employ frequency reuse. This results in 

cochannel interference, i.e., the receiver in a particular cell also receives a small 

amount of interfering signal from a corresponding cell in the next cluster. Because 

of Rayleigh fading, a second transmitter in a different location will create an entirely 
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different spatial pattern of fades, since the relative positions of the reflectors are dif-

ferent. The strength of the received signals from two cell-site transmitters are not 

correlated. The chances are that, at a given instant in time, if a mobile unit is in 

a fade with respect to the correct base station transmitter, it is not in a fade from 

a distant incorrect base station transmitting on the same frequency in another cell. 

Consider a hypothetical chart of the signal levels received from two competing trans-

mitters for a mobile unit moving through two superimposed Rayleigh environments, 

one for each transmitter as shown in Figure 2.16. The more transmitters there are 

in the general area operating on the same frequency, the more complex the Rayleigh 

patterning. The degradation caused by this interfering signal depends on the type of 

the modulation used. To enhance spectral efficiency, it is desirable to implement fre-

quency reuse with smaller and smaller cell clusters. However, this results in increased 

cochannel interference for a fixed frequency reuse pattern. A compromise is often 

sought between these two conflicting requirements. In analyzing the performance of 

a particular modulation, it is important to include the effect of cochannel interference. 

This is done in the following chapters where 7/4-DQPSK and GMSK bit error rate 

performance is analyzed. 

2.5 Frequency-offset Diversity 

In the previous section it was mentioned that multipath fading can severely degrade 

the performance of a digital land mobile radio transmission system. In order to achieve 

highly reliable digital data transmission without excessively increasing both the trans-

mitter power and cochannel reuse distance, an auxiliary technique that can cope with 
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the fast multipath fading effect is required. It is well known that diversity reception 

is an effective technique against this impairment. Various diversity techniques have 

been proposed and studied for the high frequency radio systems. Operational prin-

ciples of diversity techniques were discovered in high frequency radio experiments in 

the 1930s [48, 49]. Diversity techniques for VHF and UHF and microwave land mo-

bile radio applications have also been studied for many years [5, 44, 47, 50]. Most 

of them are for analog mobile radio, but they can, in principle, also be applied to 

digital mobile radio systems. The benefits obtained by diversity techniques are in-

creasing with the increased demand for digital land mobile radio service, since digital 

transmission is more susceptible to fast multipath fading. One diversity technique, 

namely frequency-offset diversity, is practically very easy to implement for mobile 

communication systems [7]. In this technique the signal from each receiving branch 

is translated to a different IF. The IF signals are summed and then detected by a 

common detector. The multiple signals are easily combined at an IF stage without 

phase adjusters, signal quality measurement circuits or a switching controller, which 
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Figure 2.17 Frequency-offset Receiver Diversity Scheme 

are required in other diversity techniques. Moreover the performance is equivalent to 

that of post detection equal gain combining diversity, which needs multiple complete 

receiving systems. 

Figure 2.17 shows the frequency-offset receiver diversity scheme, which has only 

two receiving branches for simplicity. Each branch consists of an antenna and a mixer 

for frequency translation to an IF. The local oscillator for the second branch is offset 

from the first branch by fd. The resulting IF signals thus differ in frequency from 

each other by fd. The IF signals are added and fed to the detector. This diversity 

technique is considered in the analysis of the performance of ir /4-DQPSK modulation 

in Chapters 5 and 6. 
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2.6 Convolutional Coding 

The use of convolutional codes is an effective and efficient means of controlling the 

bit error rate. The convolutional encoder may be viewed as a linear finite state shift 

register with an output sequence consisting of a selected set of linear combinations of 

the input sequence. The number of output bits from the shift register for each input 

bit is a measure of redundancy in the code and the reciprocal of this quantity is defined 

as the code rate. The number of stages in a shift register is called the constraint length 

of the convolutional coder. To improve the bit error rate performance, use of an error 

correcting convolutional code of rate 1/2 and constraint length 6 is specified in the 

digital cellular standard for North America. There are 32 states in this coder and the 

two generator polynomials go(D) and gi (D) are defined as 

go(D) =1+ D + D3 + D5 (2.5) 

gi(D)=1+D2 +D3 +D4 +D5 (2.6) 

where D is the delay operator, and the power of D denotes the number of time units 

a bit is delayed with respect to the initial bit in the sequence. The output from the 

convolutional encoder alternates between these two polynomials with go(D) being the 

first in each time slot. This convolutional encoder is considered in the analysis of the 

performance of 7/4-DQPSK modulation in Chapters 5 and 6. 



3. Performance of GMSK with One-

Bit Differential Detection 

In this chapter the bit error rate (BER) performance of GMSK modulation is 

theoretically analyzed in a land mobile radio channel for one-bit differential detection. 

In particular, the effect of the IF filter bandwidth on the BER is analyzed. The 

channel is modeled as frequency-selective fast Rayleigh fading channel, using a two 

ray model, and is assumed to be corrupted by cochannel interference and additive 

white Gaussian noise (AWGN) as explained in Chapter 2. An expression for the 

probability of error is derived. Several graphs are presented to illustrate the effect of 

the IF bandwidth in the presence of Doppler spread and frequency-selective fading. 

No error correction coding is considered in this analysis. 

3.1 System Model 

A block diagram of a GMSK system with one-bit differential detection is shown 

in Figure 3.1. In GMSK modulation the binary data are filtered by a Gaussian low 

pass filter before modulation. The 3dB bandwidth of the filter is chosen to yield 

a narrow-band spectrum for the GMSK signal. At the receiver the desired signal 

is received along with the undesired cochannel interference as well as the delayed 

signal. Furthermore the white Gaussian noise is added at the receiver front end. The 

received signal is then passed through a predetection bandpass filter and is detected 

45 
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by a one-bit differential detector. 

“0,7 

OR 

The input to the Gaussian low pass filter is a series of non-return to zero (NRZ) 

rectangular pulses which is given by: 

00 anQ (t —TnT) 
c(t) = 

n=—oo 

(3.1) 

where an = ±1, corresponding to mark or space and S2(t/T) is a unit rectangular 

pulse of duration T centered at the origin. The premodulation Gaussian filter has a 

transfer function given by [11]: 

Ht(f) = A exP 
f2 ln 21 

2B2 ' 
(3.2) 
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where Bb is 3 dB bandwidth and A is a constant. By taking the inverse Fourier 

transform, the impulse response of the filter is given by: 

27T2Nt
2
1 

/4(0 = 
In 2 l 

Bb exp [  
n 2 

(3.3) 

For an input of unit rectangular pulse centered at the origin the filter output g(t) is 

given by: 

g(t) = 5-2(tIT) * ht (t), (3.4) 

where the asterisk denotes convolution. After convolving, g(t) is given by: 

g(t) = A 
dx271 Bb f t+T 12 272131x2

ln 2 J t-772 exp In 2 

[ 

A 2 
2 

Bb(t T/2) Bb(t T ( (3.5) erf + erf ( 
\,/ln 2

7i. + 
\/ln  2

7 12)1 , 

where 

g(t) = g (—t) , (3.6) 

and 

(y) = r y > 0, (3.7) erf exp(—u2)du; 
v7T 0 

and 

erf(y) = —erf(—y); y < 0. (3.8) 

After the NRZ data is passed through the Gaussian filter, the input to the FM 
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modulator is given by: 

00 

b(t) = E ang(t — nT) 
n=—oo 

(3.9) 

and the GMSK signal at the modulator output is given by 

S(t) = cos(27rfet + 08(t)), (3.10) 

where f, is the carrier frequency and Os(t) is phase modulation given by 

(t) = 27fd 
f t 0.0 

E a„g (v — nT)dv, , 
ao n=—oo 

(3.11) 

with fd being the frequency deviation constant corresponding to the modulation index 

of 0.5. 

The land mobile radio channel is modeled by the low pass equivalent channel shown 

in Figure 3.2. 

The signal, S(t), arrives at the receiver via two paths. The signal in the stronger 

path is randomly modulated with a Rayleigh envelope, denoted by R(t), and a uni-

formly distributed random phase, denoted by OM. In the weaker path the signal is 

delayed and then randomly modulated with a Rayleigh envelope, R,-(t) and uniformly 

distributed random phase, cbr(t). The processes R(t), RT(t), 0(0 and q,-(t) are mutu-

ally independent. The model also allows for cochannel interference from a user in a 

different cell. Under the assumption that one cochannel interferer dominates and has 
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the same carrier as the desired signal, the cochannel interference can be expressed as 

Sc(t) = cos(27rfct + cbc(t)), (3.12) 

where 

Oc(t) = 27fd 
00 f t_tc 
E brig (v nT)dv; 

00 n=—oo 

(3.13) 

te is a uniformly distributed random variable in the interval [0,T] that represents 

the timing difference between the signal and interference, and bn, represents the data 

symbols embedded in the interference. The channel for the interference is assumed 

to be a single path with independent flat Rayleigh fading, denoted by Ri(t), that 

introduces independent uniformly distributed phase, denoted by cb,(t). 

The complex envelope of the received signal is given by 

e(t) [x ,(t) + jys(t)] exp[j s(0] + 

[xT(t) + j y, (0] exp[j0,(t — T) + 

[xi (t) + jy,(t)] exp[j0,(t)], (3.14) 

where xa(t) + jys(t) = R(t)e30(t) , xr (t) + jyr(t) = RT(t)e3or(t) , and xi(t) + jy,(t) = 

Ri(t)e3Mt) , and xs, xi-, xi, y,, yr , yi are independent zero-mean Gaussian low pass pro-

cesses whose variances depend on the average gain of the respective channels. The 

complex envelope of the signal in the absence of AWGN after passing through the IF 
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bandpass filter is then given by 

r (t) = 8(0 + j y s(t)] exp[j s(t)]+ 

[xT(t) + j y,(t)] exp[jOs(t — T) + 

[xi (t) + j y JO] exp[ j c(t)]] * h(t), (3.15) 

where the asterisk denotes convolution and h(t) is the low pass equivalent impulse re-

sponse of the IF filter. Assuming that the IF filter has a Gaussian low pass equivalent 

impulse response with bandwidth Bz, the filter impulse response is given by 

h(t) = VBi exp [-27.732t2] . (3.16) 

Assuming the fading rate is much less than the bit rate, the complex amplitudes are 

essentially constant over a bit period and the convolution becomes 

r (t) = [x .5(0 + j y 3(0] f 7.0 exp[jOs(t)]h(A — t)dt + 

[xT(t) + jyr(t)] .10:0 exp[A(t — T h ( — t)dt + 

[xi(t) + j yi(t)] f  exp[j c(t)]11(A — t)dt. (3.17) 
00 

This signal is corrupted with AWGN. Assuming that the noise corrupting the 

received signal is broadband and Gaussian, the filtered noise n(t) has the form 

n(t) = x n(t) cos (co ct) — yn,(t) sin(wct), (3.18) 
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where xn(t) and yr, (t) are independent zero-mean Gaussian low pass processes with 

spectra depending on the IF filter transfer function. Hence the filtered received signal 

can be written as 

e F (t) = Re[z(t) exp(iwct)i, 

where 

z(t) = zs (t) f exp[jOs(t)]1/(A — t)dt + 

zr (t) f: exP[iOs (t — 7-)]h4A — t)dt + 

zi(t) f exp[j0,(t)]1(A — t)dt + zn (t) , 

and 

(3.19) 

(3.20) 

zs (t) = xs (t) + jys(t), (3.21) 

zr (t) = xr(t) + jyr(t), (3.22) 

zi(t) = xi(t) + jy,(t), (3.23) 

and 

zn (t) = x 7,(t) + j y ri (t) (3.24) 

Expressing e F (t) in terms of inphase and quadrature components yields 

eF (t) = x (t) As (t) cos(w et + 8(t)) — y 8(0 As (t) sin(coct + (15 8(t)) + 

x (t) A s (t — y) cos(w ct + — T)) - yr(t) A s(t — T) sin(wct + — r)) + 
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x (t) Ac(t) cos(co ct + 0,(t)) — yi(t) Ac(t) sin(coet + 0,(t)) + 

xn,(t) cos(co ct) — yn(t) sin(Loct), (3.25) 

where 

and 

8(t) tan-i [h(t) * sin 0,,(01

h(t) * cos s (t) 

&(t) = tan-1 [  h(t) * sin &(t)

h(t) * cos c(t) 

4 2,(t) [h(t) * sin cbs(t)]2 + [h(t) * cos s(t)12 , 

(3.26) 

(3.27) 

(3.28) 

ARt) = [h(t) * sin 0,(t)}2 + [h(t) * cos 0,(t)[2. (3.29) 

3.2 Analysis of System BER Performance 

The output of the IF filter can be viewed as the sum of four phase-modulated 

signals. The phase difference over one bit period for the first component, taking 

into account ISI due to premodulation Gaussian low pass filter and predetection IF 

bandpass filter, is given by 

AO, = -(4s( 2 ) —

tan-1 rff'
sinOs(A)h(7; — A)dAl 

f'1,0 cos q5,,(A)hq — A)dAi 

sin Os (A)h(— — A)dAl 
— tan-1 [ ffa' 

ffeo cos Os (A)h(-1' — A)dA 
(3.30) 
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Similarly, equations for AO, and AO,, which are phase changes over a bit period for 

the delayed signal and the cochannel interference, respectively, can be obtained. 

The output of the differential detector v(t) is derived following the method used 

in [51]. The output of the differential detector is expressed as 

v(t) = 1 —jz(t)z* (t — T)}. (3.31) 

The sampled output vn is obtained by sampling v(t) at t = (n n = 0,1, 2, ... 

and is given by: 

1 
v„ = 2Re{—jz1z2*}, (3.32) 

where z1 denotes samples taken at instants nT + T/2 and z2 denotes samples taken 

at instants nT — T/2. 

New variables 1, 2 are introduced and defined by 

and 

1 
6 = 2(z1 + iz2) = U1 exP(.01) 

6 = -2 (zi — z2) = U2 exP(j02), 

where U1 and U2 >0and-71<01i 02 <71.

The sampled output vn, in terms of the new variables is 

1 1 
vn = 2(1612 — 1612) = 2(Ui (4). 

(3.33) 

(3.34) 

(3.35) 
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The decision as to whether -1 or +1 was sent is based on the polarity of vn. To 

analyze the error rate performance, the joint probability density function of U1 and U2, 

denoted by p(U1, U2) is needed. This probability density function is derived following 

the method given in [51] and is given by 

P(U1,U2) = 
4U1U2 U1U2 V(a? — 0-3)2 + 4a2pr2 

x 
al ° -2 — al Pj — (3-2 Pr al a2 — al Pj — a2 pr 

ex 
(a? — 2a pi + a3)14+ (a? + 2a pi + a3)(4 

3.36 p 
2(a1a3 — alp?.1 — aM) 

, ( )

where /0 is the zero order modified Bessel function of the first kind i.e., 

/ o(x) = —217r 1,27 exp(—x cos 0)d0. (3.37) 

In (3.36), pr and pi are the real and imaginary parts of the complex number p and 

are given by 

+ juipi 

where 

AsiAs2crs2p,(T) exp(jA0s) + 

AT1AT20-,PT(T) exP(jAOT) + 

Ac1Aaac2Pc(T) exP(j0 0c) + 0-722 pri (T), 

= 
A 2 2 

+ + 
A2 ,2 A2ciac2 a 2 ,

(3.38) 

(3.39) 

(3.40) 
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and AL = As2 =  A2,1 = 24. (7-) , A 7 2 = AS (T + 'r),A~1= AAtc),A~2= 

,Lq(T + te). Further, in (3.38), as2, ar2, a and on are the average received power of 

the desired signal, the delayed signal, the cochannel interference and noise respec-

tively and ps(), pr (•), pe(•) and pii (•) are the respective normalized autocorrelation 

functions. Assuming that the interference and delayed signal experience the same 

Doppler spreading as the desired signal, the normalized autocorrelation functions for 

the cochannel interference, the delayed signal, and the desired signal are identical. Us-

ing results from [51] and [15], the value of these normalized autocorrelation functions 

is given by 

Ps(T) = )9,-(T) =- pc(T) = J 0(27 f DT), (3.41) 

while the normalized autocorrelation for the AWGN is 

pn(T) = exp [-71-(BiT)2] , (3.42) 

and J 0(.) is the zero order Bessel function of the first kind and fD is maximum Doppler 

frequency shift. 

Substituting values of ps(T), pr(T), pc (T) and pn(T) obtained from (3.41) and 

(3.42) into (3.38) and separating the real and imaginary parts of p yields: 

,_2 „ 
Q2 Pr AsiA,s2as2 cos(A0s)J,(27fDT) + 

Ar1AT2o-T2 cos(AOT) J 0(27fDT) + 

AciAc2o-,2 cos(A0c)J0(27fDT) + 
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and 

2 
al Pi 

a exp(-7r.W2), 

= As1As2o-s2 sin(Achs)J,(27fDT) + 

AriA,20-7.2 sin(AOT)J,(27fDT) + 

Ac1Ac2o-,2 sin(A0c)4(27fDT)] • 

(3.43) 

(3.44) 

As the receiver decides a, = +1 if the sample of the detector output v(0) > 0, 

and a, = —1 if the sample of the detector output v(0) < 0, the probability of error is 

given by: 

Pe 2
1 

Pr[U2 > = 1] + —2 Pr[U2 < la, = —1] 

=_ 
1 / 00 f U2 

dU2 0 p(Ui, Uda, = +1)dUi + 

2 f 0 dU2 p(Ui, U2 ao 
1 ° u2 (3.45) 

where p(Ui, U2 icto = —1) and p(U1,U2Icto = +1) denote the conditional joint proba-

bility density function of U1 and U2 for a, = —1 and a, = +1, respectively. 

The probability of error given ao = +1 is a function of ai , bi : i = 0, +1, ±2, ..• \ ao 

and tc. Substituting (3.36) and (3.37) into (3.45) and letting Ui /U2 = u and evaluat-

ing the two integrals in (3.45) first w.r.t. U2 , next w.r.t. b and finally with respect 
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to u results in 

1 2 
P.7

Pe(A0s, A0r) AOcIcto = ±1) = — 1+ Crl 

2 Vai2A (44 

Substituting (3.43) and (3.44) into (3.46) and defining a = as2 /o-n2

ac2 /0-7,2 gives 

\ 1  X1 + X2 + X3 
A°T, A°Cia°  —1' [1 

  (3.47) 
2 + 0 6,10-2 /0-D2 — (Y1 + Y2 + Y3 + Y4)21 

where 

and 

X1 = alls1As2J0(27rfDT) sin Acbs, 

X2 = OATiAT2 J0(27fDT) sin DOT, 

X3 = 7AciAc24,(27fDT) sin 'Mc, 

Y1 = ails1A,2 4,(27fDT) cos AO, 

Y2 = OATIAT2J,(27fDT) cos AOT, 

Y3 = 7Ac1Ac24(27fDT) cos A0c, 

Y4 = exp {-71-(BiT)2] . 

(3.48) 

(3.49) 

(3.50) 

(3.51) 

(3.52) 

(3.53) 

(3.54) 

Unfortunately the quantities Acbs, AOT , AO, Ash A82, A7-1, AT2, Act and Ace are 

functions of the data sequences of the signal and interference, i.e. an and bn • To 
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further complicate matters, Acbc, Ad_ and 24,2 are also function of tc, which is a uni-

form [0,T] random variable. Therefore, to get a probability of error the expected 

value of (3.47) must be taken with respect to the random variables an, bn and te. This 

is too complex for a symbolic solution and has to be computed numerically. This 

was carried out assuming that the ISI due to filtering extends to two adjacent bits 

only. One hundred uniformly spaced values of t, between 0 and T were used in the 

computation. 

3.3 Numerical Results 

The BER of GMSK was computed to determine the optimum predetection IF 

filter normalized bandwidth, BiT, under a variety of conditions. In all computations 

the prefilter normalized bandwidth, BbT, was taken as 0.25. The parameters that 

were varied include: 

1. The ratio of relative delay between the main signal and the delayed signal to 

the symbol duration, i.e., 'r/T, is varied between 0.1, 0.5 and 1. 

2. The velocity of the vehicle, v, which causes Doppler spread is changed between 

0, 40 and 120 kmph. 

3. The ratio of average carrier power to additive white Gaussian noise power, 

denoted by CNR = a, is changed between 20, 40 and 60 dB. 

4. The ratio of average carrier power to the interfering signal power, denoted by 

CIR = a/'y, is changed between 20, 40 and 60 dB. 
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5. The ratio of average carrier power to the delayed path carrier power, denoted 

by CDR = a/13, is changed between 20, 40 and 60 dB. 

3.3.1 Flat slow Rayleigh fading channel 

In a flat slow fading channel, both the dispersion caused by the delayed signal 

and the Doppler spread caused by the vehicle speed are negligible. The computed 

results for the probability of error are plotted in Figure 3.3 as a function of BiT with 

parameters CNR and CIR as indicated. The minimum probability of error is obtained 

for BiT very near 1 when the CNR is less than the CIR. However when the CNR is 

greater than the CIR there is no optimum AT. This is so because when the CNR is 

less than the CIR, errors are produced mainly because of the AWGN. The wider IF 

filter bandwidth produces less ISI but the noise power increases. Hence there exists 

an optimum IF filter bandwidth. However when the CNR is greater than the CIR, 

errors are produced mainly because of the cochannel interference. As the IF filter 

bandwidth is increased the ISI decreases, resulting in lower BER. Hence in this case, 

the optimum bandwidth for the IF filter is not observed. 

3.3.2 Flat fast Rayleigh fading channel 

The dispersive effect is negligible in a flat fast fading channel but the Doppler 

effect is not. The BER curves for such a channel are plotted in Figure 3.4 (where the 

velocity of the vehicle is 40 kmph) and Figure 3.5 (where the velocity of the vehicle 

is 120 kmph). The Doppler frequency was computed assuming a carrier frequency of 

850 MHz and a symbol rate of 25K Baud. The minimum value of BER occurs for BiT 
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Figure 3.3 The BER performance of GMSK in a flat slow 
fading channel corrupted by AWGN and cochan-
nel interference where the Doppler spread and 
delayed signal are negligible. 
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very near 1 when the CNR is less than the CIR and the vehicle velocity is 40 or 120 

kmph. Again the BER curves are relatively flat in the vicinity of the optimum BIT. 

From these figures it is also see that the error floor depends on the velocity of the 

vehicle. Also when the CNR is greater than the CIR no optimum IF filter bandwidth 

exists. When the CNR and the CIR are both high, the errors are mainly caused 

by the Doppler spread. As the IF filter bandwidth is increased, the Doppler effect 

diminishes, thus giving lower BER. Hence no optimum IF filter bandwidth exists in 

this case. 

3.3.3 Frequency-selective slow Rayleigh fading channel 

2 

A frequency-selective slow fading channel is dispersive, i.e., the delayed signal is 

not negligible, however when the channel is slowly fading, the Doppler effects are 

insignificant. The logarithm of the BER for such a channel is plotted in Figure 3.6 as 

a function of BIT for parameters CDR and normalized delay T/T as indicated. Here 

the values of the CIR and the CNR are chosen high (60 dB) in order to isolate the 

effect of the delayed signal on the BER. As can be seen for strong delayed signals 

(lower CDR) the BER value depends on r/T. In this case there is no optimum value 

of the IF filter bandwidth. As the strength of the delayed signal decreases (CDR 

increases) the value of BIT that yields the minimum BER is in the vicinity of 1.0. 

For the channel model under consideration, the optimum value of BIT depends on 

the power of the delayed signal. 
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Figure 3.4 The BER performance of GMSK in a flat fast 
fading channel corrupted by AWGN. Velocity of 
the vehicle is taken as 40 kmph. Bit rate is taken 
as 25 kbps and the delayed signal is assumed to 
be negligible. 
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moving and Doppler effects are assumed to be 
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3.3.4 Frequency-selective fast Rayleigh fading channel 

In a frequency-selective fast fading channel, both the dispersion caused by the 

delayed signal and the Doppler spread caused by vehicle motion affects the BER. 

Again in order to isolate their effect on the BER performance, the BER is computed 

for high CIR and CNR, specifically 60 dB. In Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8 the logarithm 

of the BER is plotted against BiT for vehicle speeds of 40 kmph and 120 kmph 

respectively, with parameters of delayed signal power and normalized delay TIT as 

indicated. From these two figures it is seen that the error floor depends on the velocity 

of the vehicle and at high vehicle speeds the BER is predominantly influenced by the 

Doppler spreading with the CDR and r/T having negligible influence. Also it is 

observed from Figures 3.7 and 3.8 that there is no optimum value of AT. This can 

be explained from the fact that when the CNR and the CIR are both high and greater 

than or equal to the CDR, the errors are mainly caused by the Doppler and delay 

spread. Noise power is no longer a factor and there is no optimum value of IF filter 

bandwidth. 

3.4 Summary 

The BER performance of one-bit differential detection of GMSK has been analyzed 

for the land mobile channels for both the frequency-selective and flat Rayleigh fading 

cases. The channel was assumed to be corrupted with AWGN and cochannel inter-

ference and had Doppler spread because of the vehicle motion. The analysis included 

the effects of a Gaussian shaped IF filter and a premodulation Gaussian low pass 
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filter. Based on the numerically computed BERs, the optimum IF filter bandwidth 

for all practical purposes was found to be 1 for all types of channels when the CIR 

and/or the CDR is much greater than the CNR. However, when the CNR is much 

greater than the CIR and/or the CDR the errors are mainly produced by the CCI, 

the Doppler spread and the delay spread. In this case there is no optimum IF filter 

bandwidth in all type of channels. 



Performance of GMSK with Two-

Bit Differential Detection 

In this chapter the BER performance of GMSK modulation is theoretically ana-

lyzed in a land mobile radio channel with two-bit differential detection. The channel 

is modeled as one encountered in a practical system, i.e., a frequency-selective fast 

Rayleigh fading channel corrupted by cochannel interference and additive white Gaus-

sian noise. A two ray model for the channel is used and single cochannel interferer is 

considered in the analysis. The effect of Doppler is included as well. A closed form 

expression for the probability of error is obtained. Numerical computation is used to 

get the bit error rate performance for various combinations of channel parameters. 

4.1 Intersymbol Interference 

For GMSK modulation the binary data are filtered by a Gaussian low pass filter. 

Frequency modulation with these filtered data results in the GMSK modulation. 

The 3dB bandwidth of the filter is chosen to yield a narrow-band spectrum for the 

modulated GMSK signal. The block diagram of a GMSK system with a two-bit 

differential detection is shown in Figure 4.1. At the receiver the desired signal is 

received along with the undesired cochannel interference as well as the delayed signal. 

Furthermore the white Gaussian noise is added at the receiver front end. The received 

signal is then passed through a predetection bandpass filter and is detected by a two-

70 
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Figure 4.1 Block diagram of GMSK with two-bit differen-
tial detection 
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> OR 

bit differential detector. The zonal LPF in this figure is used to eliminate the signal 

at the second harmonic of the IF. The output of the two-bit differential detector 

represents the cosine of the change in phase of the received signal over a two bit 

interval. This results in an unsymmetrical eye pattern with a larger eye opening than 

in the case of one-bit differential detection [14]. Because of this larger eye opening, 

the error probability performance is expected to be better than in the case of one-bit 

differential detection. 

For analyzing the BER performance of the GMSK modulated signal using the 

channel model of Figure 3.2, a representation of the signals received from the three 

branches in this figure is required. The GMSK signal at the modulator output as 

explained in the previous chapter is given by: 

S(t) = cos(27rfct + 0,(0), (4.1) 
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n= — co 

where 

(t) = 27rfd 
it 

J- 
00 
E ang(x—nT)dx, 

00 n=—o0 

(4.2) 

and where fd is the phase deviation constant, an is the nth differentially coded data bit 

with values ±1 and g(x) is the response of the Gaussian low pass filter to a rectangular 

pulse centered at the origin. The phase change AO, over a two bit interval from -T/2 

to 3T/2 is given by: 

Acbs = Os (3772) — Os ( - 772) 

27r 

fd 3T/2 

00 
ang(x — nT)dx — 27rfd f —172 a ng (X — nT)dx I J n=—oo - co n=—oo 

where 

3T/2 00 

27rfd E ang(x—nT)dx f

00 

E anqn) 
n=—co 

3T/2 3T/2 —nT 

qn = 27r fd f g(x — nT)dx = 27r fd g(x)dx. 
—T/2 f—T/2—nT 

The maximum value that the term 

3T/2—nT 

E an [ g(x)dx 
—772 —nT 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

can assume is twice the area under the curve g(t). For a modulation index h = 0.5 

and binary input data, (A0s)„,ax = 7r, thus fd = 1/4T. Also from symmetry, q2

q3 = q_2 etc. In (4.3) aoqn + aiqi represents the signal phase change for GMSK 
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modulation and the terms other than n = 0 and n = 1 represent ISI. Thus 

where 

AOs = (a0 + ai)qo + ISI, 

ISI = - • • + a_3q_3 + a_2q_2 + + a2q2 + a3q3 + • • . 

= (a_ i + a2)q2 + (a_2 + a3)q3 + • • • . 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

Differential coding of the data yields [14]: 

an = un • an_ i, (4.7) 

where un is the original binary data sequence. The differential coded data bits an 

and an_ i will be similar for un = 1 and different for um = -1. 

From (4.5) the phase change AO, is given by: 

{ 0 + Os for ui = —1 

where Os in (4.8) is the ISI. 

±2q0 + O for u1 = +1, 

(4.8) 

The second pa',th is the delayed signal S(t — r), where T is the delay. The combi-

nation of S(t) and S(t — y) results in frequency-selective fading. The delayed signal 
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may be written as: 

S(t - T) = cos(27 fc(t - T) + 0,(t - T)), (4.9) 

where 

0,,(t - 7) = 27rfd Leo n=—oo 

The delayed signal phase change over the two-bit interval from -T/2 - T to 3T/2 - T 

is given by: 

AO, 

where 

t+, 00 
E ang(x - nT)dx, 

3T 

'=" °8( 2 T) (413(
2

3T 
T 00 

2 

27fd f_ T E ang(x - nT)dx 
2 T n=-00 

a n q?1,7-

11=-00 

3T/2 —T —nT 
qn, = 27F fd g(x)dx. 

11772-T-nT 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

(4.12) 

The cochannel interference (CCI) signal is an interfering signal transmitted by an-

other transmitter. Under the assumption that the carrier frequency of the cochannel 

signal is same as the desired signal, the cochannel signal may be written as: 

Sc(t) = cos(27 f et + 0,(t)), (4.13) 
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where 

t+tom 00 
0,(t) = 2'irfd f oo > bng(x — nT)dx, 

n=—oo 

(4.14) 

In general the CCI data modulation and the desired signal data modulation are 

asynchronous. The random variable t, in (4.14) represents this timing difference. A 

uniform distribution between 0 and T can be assumed for tc. The n th data bit in the 

interfering channel is denoted by bn. This data bit bn is obtained by differentially en-

coding the original data sequence, wn, by the cochannel transmitter. The differential 

coded data bits bn and bn_1 will be similar for wn = 1 and different for wn = —1. 

The change in phase of the interfering signal over the two bit interval from —T/2+t, 

to 3T/2 + t, is given by: 

AO, 

where 

3T —T 
0,( + tc) — Oc(- 2 + tc) 

3772-1-tc 00 

27rfd
/ 

bng(x — nT)dx 
—772+tc n cx)

00 

E bnqnc, 
n=—oo 

3T/2+tc —nT 

qnc = 27r fd g(x)dx. 
1-772+tc-nT 

(4.15) 

(4.16) 

Using the above representation for a GMSK modulated signal and CCI, the BER of 

GMSK is analyzed in the next section. 
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4.2 System performance analysis 

The GMSK signal has a constant envelope and a continuous phase. After propa-

gation through a frequency-selective fast fading mobile radio channel, the signal that 

arrives at the receiver input is given by: 

e(t) = Sr (t) + STr (t — T) + Scr (t) + n(t), 

where n(t) is the noise added at the receiver input and 

(4.17) 

Sr(t) = xs(t) cos(wet + (t)) — ys(t) sin(wet + (t)), (4.18) 

S„ (t — r) =x,(t) cos(w et + 8(t — T)) — (t) sin(wet + .As(t — T ) ) , (4.19) 

Scr (t) = x,(t) cos(wet + 0,(t)) — Mt) sin(wet + cbc(t)), 

and 

n(t) = xn(t) cos w ct — yr,(t) sin wet. 

(4.20) 

(4.21) 

In the above equations x8, xT , xe, xn, ys, yr , ye, and yri are independent zero-mean 

Gaussian low pass processes. 

Rewriting the above expressions using the complex envelope notation gives: 

Sr (t) = Refzs(t) exp(j(wet + (0))}, (4.22) 

Sr(t — r) = Re{zT(t) exp(j(w,t + cb,(t — r)))}, (4.23) 
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S„(t) = Re{ ze(t) exp(j(coct + cbc(t)))}, 

and 

n(t) = Retzr,(t) exP(jwet)}-

Equation (4.17) can be simplified to: 

e(t) = Re{z(t) exp(jwct)}, (4.26) 

(4.24) 

(4.25) 

where 

z(t) = z,(t) exp(jOs(t)) + z,-(t) exp(jOs (t — r)) + zc(t) exp(j0e(t)) + zn(t). (4.27) 

It has been seen in the previous chapter that if the effect of IF filter distortion 

on the received signal is included, then it is not possible to derive a closed form 

expression for the probability of error. Further the difference in the probability of 

error with and without the IF filter effect is very small and can be neglected for all 

practical purposes [12]. Because of these reasons in the analysis below it is assumed 

that the IF filter has sufficient bandwidth so that the received signal is not distorted. 

Then the output of the two-bit differential detector v(t) may be written as: 

v(t) = Re{z(t)z*(t — 2T)}. (4.28) 

The two-bit differential detector sampled output V(nT) is the decision variable. For 
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obtaining the system BER performance, the probability density function of this de-

cision variable is required. The probability density function of the sampled output 

V(nT) is derived by taking the inverse Fourier Transform of the characteristic func-

tion F(v) [52, 6]. To find the characteristic function, a column matrix Z is defined 

as: 

Z(nT) 
Z = (4.29) 

Z ((n — 2)T) 

From (4.27) Z(nT) is given by: 

Z(nT) = Zs(nT) exp(j s(nT)) + Z T (nT) exp(jOs(nT — T)) 

+ Z c(nT) exp(j c(nT)) + Zn(nT) (4.30) 

and 

Z ((n — 2)T) = Zs((n — 2)T) exp(jcbs((n — 2)T)) + 

((n — 2)T) exp(j0,((n — 2)T — T)) 

Z c((n — 2)T) exp( j c((n — 2)T)) + Zn((n — 2)T). (4.31) 

The covariance matrix, Az, of Z is defined as: 

C11 C12 
A, = (4.32) 

C21 C22 
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where 

C11 = E{Z (nT)Z* (nT)} — E{Z (nT)} E{Z* (nT)} 

= E {I Z (nT)I2} — 1E {Z (nT)}12

= Variance of Z(nT) 

= U2 

As Z3, ZT, Z, and Zn are independent random variables a2 is given by: 

2 
a 2 = as + QT ac + a n 

(4.33) 

(4.34) 

where as = variance of Zs(nT), (7,2 = variance of ZT(nT), = variance of Z,(nT), 

and o-n2 = variance of Zn(nT) 

Similarly 

and 

C22 = E {Z ((n — 2)T)Z* ((n — 2)T)} — E {Z ((n — 2)T)} E{Z* ((n — 2)T)} 

= Variance of Z ((n — 2)T) 

= Variance of Z(nT) 

= 
(72. 

C12 = 

(4.35) 
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= E{Z (nT)Z* ((n — 2)T)} — E{Z(nT)} E{Z* ((n — 2)T)}. (4.36) 

Z(nT) being a zero-mean process this simplifies to: 

C12 = C21 = E{Z(nT)Z* ((n — 2)T)}. (4.37) 

Substituting the values of Z(nT) and Z* ((n — 2)T) from (4.30) and (4.31) above 

C12 = 

= as p,(2T)e3" + o-2 pi-(2T) 3°'cb' + 

0-,2p,(2T)ei°0e + an2197,(2T), (4.38) 

where /Cps, OAT, and AO, are the change in the phases over two-bit period of the 

desired signal, the delayed signal and cochannel interfering signal respectively and 

ps(2T), pr(2T), pc(2T) and pn(2T) are the corresponding normalized autocorrelation 

function values. Substituting the values of C11, C12, C21 and C22 from equations (4.33), 

(4.35) and (4.38) into equation (4.32), the covariance matrix is given by: 

A, = a2
1 p' 

1

where Q2 is given by (4.34) and p is given by 

6
2p = 82 ps(2T)e3°4's + a 7_2 pr (2T)e3 L' 4'r + 

(4.39) 
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o-,2 pc(2T)e3°°' + a-7,2 pn(2T). (4.40) 

The various autocorrelation function values are given by 

p(2T) = Ws(f) exp(j47fT)df 
o- r s -00 

pr (2T) = 

P0(2T) 

Pn(2T) 

(4.41) 

Wr(f) exp(j47fT)df (4.42) 
a-, -00 

oo 

r We(f) exP(i47.fT)df (4.43) 
ac - 00 

f ()') Wn(f) exp(j47fT)df (4.44) 
an - 00 

where Ws (f), WT (f )1 W 0 (f) and Wn(f) are baseband spectra of S(t), S(t — T), Sc(t) 

and n(t) respectively. 

The baseband spectra of various signals are given by [14] 

0.2 

WS(f) 
0 

ir VA 
_f2 

2 

,VfL-f2 

0 

IP< fp 

I/1> fp 

If' <fD 

I/I > fp 

(4.45) 

(4.46) 
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7r fy) _f 2 If! < fp 

> fp 
(4.47) 

where fp is maximum Doppler frequency, which depends on the relative speed s of 

the mobile unit and the carrier wavelength A, i.e., fD = s/A. It is assumed that the 

interfering signal suffers the same Doppler as the desired signal. Also assuming that 

the receiver IF filter has the Gaussian shape with a 3dB bandwidth B,,W,i(f) is given 

by [14] 

a2 

wn(f) = V7r/ ln  exp [-- ) 2 11121 . (4.48) 

Evaluating the integrals in Eqs.(4.41) to (4.44) the autocorrelation function values 

may be written as: 

and 

Ps(2T) = PT(271) = Pc(271) = J0(47 IDT), 

1 
pr,(2T) = exp 

(2713,T)2

I_ /n2 _I 

(4.49) 

(4.50) 

where J 0(.) is zeroth order Bessel function of the first kind. Substituting for p,(2T), 

pr(2T), pc(2T) and pn (2T) in (4.40) and defining three signals to noise ratios as 

= 
0_82/0_7„2, 6T/ten, = 

0_c2 
/0712 

. / the autocorrelation of the received signal may be 

written as: 

2 _2 

p = p,(2T)e3°4's + pr(2T)ej°4' + a 2 0-2 
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Or 
2 0_2 

Acbc + pn,(2T) 
a2 

Pc(271) 

a 
= + 

],
(4.51) 

a + ± + 1Jo(47rf DT)ei64s + 
a+13+7+ 1

4(47f DT)e3'"' 

1 
2—(271-BiT) 

J 0(47 f DT)e3°°` + 
a+0+ -y+ 1 ce+13+7+ 

exp 
1 [ 1n2 

where 

0 + + a2)q2 + (a_2 + a3)q3 + if u1 = —1 
AO, = 

+2q0 + (a_i + a2)q2 + (a_2 + a3)q3 + ... 

0 + (a_i + a2)q2,- + (a_2 + a3)q37- + 

if ui = 1 

if ui = —1 

(4.52) 

AO, = (4.53) 

+2q0T + (a_i + a2)q2T + (a_2 + a3)q3., + ... if ui = 1 

Acbc = (b0 + bi)2q0, + (b_i + b2)q2c + (b_2 + b3)q3, + (4.54) 

By expanding the exponential terms the autocorrelation p of the received signals 

may be simplified as 

p 
a 

Jo(47 f DT)[cos(A0 + j sin( A08)] + a+13+7+1 

a + +1J 0(47fDT)[cos(A0.,T) + jsin(AOT)] + 
+7

a+0+ +1 
J 0(47fDT)[cos(A0c) + j sin(A(bc)] + 7

1 —(27/3,T)21

a+0+7+1exp ln 2 • 
(4.55) 
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Equating the real and imaginary parts of p yields: 

Pr = 

and 

pi 

a 

a + Q ± 7 + 1 
 Jo(47 L9T) cos(A0 s) n a+ p 

 
-1-7+1 

J 0(47 f DT) cos(A0r) 

7 1   2 /3,T)  
1(4.56) 

a +0+7+1
J0(4711DT)cos(A0,) + a + + 

+ 1 exp 

—(2 
l
7
n 2 

a 
4(47r f DT) sin(A0s) + +0+ + 

Jo(47fDT) sin(AOT) + a+0+ -y+1 

ry  Jo Or fDT) sin(00c)• (4.57) 
a+0+7+ 1

Once the value of the received signal variance and auto correlation function is deter-

mined the covariance matrix is known. Using the covariance matrix the characteristic 

function can be found from [48] 

F(v) = [det(I — 2 jv A:Q)] 1 , (4.58) 

where I is a 2 x 2 identity matrix and Q is a 2 x 2 Hermitian matrix of quadratic 

form in V(nT), V(nT) being the sampled output of the 2 bit differential detector. 

Substituting for A*z and Q and taking the determinant in (4.58), F(v) may be written 

as 

F(v) = [1 — j vo-2 (p + p*) + v2a4(1 — Ipl2)]-1 (4.59) 

The probability density function of the detector output v(nT) for a given AO, is 
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given by the inverse Fourier transform of F(v) as follows 

p(viA0s) = 
27r - 
1 

0° 
1 -1" F(v)e-  du. 

00 

Substituting for F(v) from (4.59) in (4.60) we have 

P (v I AO,) = 
1 

/1 _ 4 , 

0 
 _ 2 exp [  v a2 (1_1p12 ) v] , if v < 0 

1 
 19-P'. vi ' if v > 0  exp 20-20-pj u2 (1-1/312 ) 

(4.60) 

(4.61) 

The detector output under perfect transmission conditions (AO, = 0 or +7) is given 

by 

1 
v = 

2 
-
1 

cos AO, ---- +-2 for u1 = (4.62) 

Therefore the receiver decides u1 = -1 if v < 0 and u1 = +1 if v > 0. The probability 

of error given u1 = -1 is a function of Os, 9T , AO, given by 

PO  Pr 
Pe( 9 s, sr, AOclui = - 1) = J

o 
p(vlui = --i)dv = -2- 1+   (4.63) 

Substituting the values of pr and p3 from (4.56) and (4.57), this probability of error 

may be written as 

1 X1+X2+X3+X4
13,(9,, 0,, Opclui = -1) = [1 +   , (4.64) 

( + + 7 + 1)2 - (Y1 + Y2 + Y3)2_ 
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where 

and 

X1 = aJ0(47fDT) cos Acbs-1, 

X2 = 13447 f DT) cos AOT -1, 

X3 = 74,(47fDT) cos 6,0c, 

[ (27rBiT)2
X4 = exp 

In 2 

Y1 = aJo(47fDT) sin 00s_1, 

Y2 = 13447 f DT) sin 

Y3 = 74(47r f DT) sin A0c, 

ASbs-i = Os = + a2)q2 + (a_2 + a3)q3 + 

AOT-IOT = + a2)q2T + (a_2 + a3)q3, + 

Similarly the probability of error given u1 = +1 is 

o 1 Pr Pe(61,, a r , 6,0clui. = 1) f cc p(v lu 1 = 1)dv = 2 [1 
] 

.\/1 — pj 

11 [ X5+X6+X3+X4 
, 

2 V(a + 0 + -y + 1)2 — (Y4 + Y5 + Y3)2

(4.65) 

(4.66) 

(4.67) 

(4.68) 

(4.69) 

(4.70) 

(4.71) 

1(4.72) 
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where 

X5 = aJo (471-fDT) cos AOs+1, 

X6 = /3 Jo (47r f T) cos AOT-1-1, 

Y4 = ca„(471-fDT) sin A0,-Fi, 

Y5 = 0J0(47fDT) sin A0T+1, 

and 

(4.73) 

(4.74) 

(4.75) 

(4.76) 

Acbs+1 = ±2q0 + 9 (4.77) 

A0T+1 = +2q0T + 0, (4.78) 

Therefore the probability of error given 0s, 0„ and AO, is 

Pe (Os, 0„, Acbc) = 
1 1 
-2 Pe(9s, 97., A0c u1 = -1) + -2 Pe(0,5, OT, AOclui = 1) 

1 [1+ Xl+X2+X3+X4 
4 _ ,V(a±f3±,-y+1\2 ) (YI + Y2 + Y3)2

+1,, 
1 

 
X5+X6+X3+X4 

V(ce + 0 + 'y + 1)2 - (Y4 + Y5 + Y3)2 ] 4 
(4.79) 

As the significant ISI extends only to one or two adjacent bits [14], Os, 0, may be 

approximated by 

0, = (a_1 + a2)q2 + (a-2 + a3)q3 

BT = (a_1 + a2)q27- + (a_2 + a3)q3, 
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The statistical average of 13,(0,,07_, AO,) over a_2, a_1, a2 , a3, bo, b_2 , b_1, b1, b2, b3 and 

t, is taken to obtain the average probability of error. 

At first, averaging over cochannel coded data bits b0, b1 is done. Assuming the 

same precoding in the cochannel transmitter as in the desired channel transmitter 

gives 

= 
{0 + 0,, for wi = -1 

±2q0  + 0,, for w1 = +1 

(4.80) 

where wz is the original uncoded data sequence of the cochannel transmitter and 0, 

is given by 

Oc = (b_i b2)q2c (L2 b3)q3c• (4.81) 

As w1 can take values +1 or -1 with equal probability, the probability of error for a 

given Os, 0, and 0, and w1 = -1 with t, = 41 (some fixed value between 0 and T) is 

Pe,w,=-1,t-tci (Os, or, 0,1) 

where 

1 r X1+X2+X7+X4 

4 V(a + + 7 + 1)2 - (Y1 + Y2 + Y6)2 _ 

1  X5+X6+X7+X4 
+

4 1 V(ct +13+ 7 + 1)2 - (Y4 + Y5 + Y6)2] 

(4.82) 

X7 •-yJo(47r I DT) cos AOci-i, 

Y6 = -y4(47fDT) sin A0c1-1, 

(4.83) 

(4.84) 
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and 

'Acbc1-1 = Ocl 

where Oa is Oc with t, = tel (some fixed value between 0 and T). Similarly, 

Pe,w1=-+1,t=tci (es) °T) °CI) — 

where 

and 

Thus 

Pe,w1=±1,t=tci ( 9 S1 9T,°C1) 

1 1+ X1+X2+X8+X4

4 (a + + 7 + 1)2 — (Y1+ Y2 + Y7)2

1 
+-

4 

(4.85) 

1  
X5+X6+X8+X4 

, 
V(ce + 7 + 1)2 — (Y4 + Y5 + Y7)2] 

(4.86) 

X8 = 7J0(47fDT) cos A0c1+1, 

Y7 = -yJo(471-fDT) sin AOci+i, 

AOci+i = ±2g0c + eci 

1 1 X1+X2+X7+X4 
= 

z 8 [0 a +0+ 7 +1\)2_ (Y1 + Y2 + Y6)2

X5+X6+X7+X4 

V(a + [3+7+ 1)2 — (Y4 + Y5 + Y6)2

X1+X2+X8+X4 

\/(a+0+7+1) 2 —(Y1+Y2+Y7)2

X5 + X6 + X8 + X4 

\/(ct + 13 + 7 + 1)2 — (Y4 + Y5 + Y7)2 ] 

(4.87) 

(4.88) 

(4.89) 

(4.90) 
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To do the averaging of the probability of error over all the data bits that cause 

significant ISI, 0,,O, and Bel were calculated for all possible combinations of data bits 

a_2, a_ i , a2, a3, b_27 b_i, b2, b3. Pe,t0,—+1,t=tc, (9s, OT, ea) is averaged over these combi-

nations. This average value may be denoted by P - av,e,wi=±1,t=tei (Bs, BT, 0c1). Finally, 

the above calculations were repeated for different values of t, between 0 and T in 100 

steps and the average probability of error, Pe, was obtained by taking the average 

value, i.e., 

p  P ( 0 s, Orl Ocl) + • • • + Pav,e,w1=±1,t=teloo(Os1 0 7•7 9  c100) 
e 

100 
(4.91) 

Using the expression for Pe developed above in (4.91), the probability of error 

for GMSK is numerically computed in the next section for various combinations of 

channel parameters. 

4.3 Numerical Results 

The BER for GMSK was computed for a prefilter normalized bandwidth BbT = 

0.25. The following parameters were varied for these computations: 

1. The product of the maximum Doppler frequency and the symbol period, denoted 

by fdT. 

2. The ratio of normalized relative delay between the main signal and the second 

path signal, denoted by T IT . 
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3. The ratio of average carrier power to the additive Gaussian noise power dB, 

denoted by CNR. 

4. The ratio of average carrier power to the interfering signal power in dB, denoted 

by CIR. 

5. The ratio of average carrier power to the second path signal power in dB, de-

noted by CDR. 

The computed results for various combinations of channel parameters are discussed 

below. 

4.3.1 Flat slow Rayleigh fading channel 

In a flat slow fading channel, both the dispersion caused by the delayed signal 

and the Doppler spread caused by the vehicle speed are negligible. The computed 

results for the log of the probability of error are plotted in Figure 4.2 as a function 

of CNR with CIR as a parameter. As expected the presence of the interfering signal 

introduces an error floor. 

4.3.2 Flat fast Rayleigh fading channel 

In a flat fast fading channel the second path signal is negligible but the Doppler 

effect is not. The BER results for such a channel are plotted in Figure 4.3 for different 

values of vehicle speed. The normalized maximum Doppler frequency was computed 

assuming a carrier frequency of 850 MHz and a symbol rate of 25 KBaud. As may 

be seen from the results in Figure 4.3, the errors occur even with infinite CIR and 
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Figure 4.2 The BER performance of GMSK in a flat slow 
fading channel corrupted by AWGN and cochan-
nel interference where the Doppler spread and 
delayed signal are negligible. 

very high CNR. These errors occur because of the phase modulation caused by the 

Doppler effect. The error floor depends on the vehicle speed. 

In Figure 4.4, the logarithm of the probability of error is plotted as a function of 

log(fDT) with CIR as the parameter. When the fp is high (log(fDT) = -1), BER is 

controlled by the Doppler effect and the effect of the interfering signal is negligible. 

However, when the speed of the vehicle reduces, the BER is more heavily influenced 

by the interfering signal. 

4.3.3 Frequency-selective slow Rayleigh fading channel 

A frequency-selective slow fading channel is dispersive, i.e., the second path signal 

is not negligible but the Doppler effects are. The BER for such a channel is plotted 
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Figure 4.3 The BER performance of GMSK in a flat fast 
fading channel corrupted by AWGN. Negligible 
dispersion and infinite CIR is assumed. 
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Figure 4.4 The BER performance of GMSK in a flat fast 
fading channel corrupted by CCI. Negligible dis-
persion and infinite CNR is assumed. 
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Figure 4.5 log P(e) vs CDR for GMSK in a frequency-
selective slow fading channel. CNR and CIR 
are assumed to be infinity. Doppler spread is 
assumed to be negligible. 

in Figure 4.5 as a function of CDR with the normalized delay T/T as the parameter. 

The BER value for the same CDR depends on T IT . For smaller values of T/T, a 

stronger delayed signal (lower CDR) can be tolerated. As T/T increases, the effect of 

the delayed signal is similar to that of the interfering signal. For the same value of 

BER, there is an offset of a few dBs between the values of CDR and CIR. This offset 

is a function of the normalized delay T I T . For large TIT the delayed signal is in effect 

another uncorrelated interfering signal. The BER results are plotted in Figure 4.6 as 

a function of T/T for infinite CIR and CNR, with negligible Doppler. As expected, 

log P(e) increases as T/T increases. 
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Figure 4.6 log P(e) vs log(T/T) for GMSK in a frequency-
selective slow fading channel. CNR and CIR are 
assumed to be infinity. Doppler spread is as-
sumed to be negligible. 

4.3.4 Frequency-selective fast Rayleigh fading channel 

In a frequency-selective fast fading channel the dispersion caused by the second 

path signal and the Doppler effect are the predominant factors. In order to bring 

out their effect on the BER performance, the BER is computed for infinite CNR and 

CIR. 

In Figure 4.7, log P(e) is plotted as a function of log(T/T) with CDR and vehicle 

speed as parameters. For large values of log(T/T), the BER is controlled by the 

CDR and the vehicle speed has a very small effect. However, as the normalized delay 

decreases the BER is controlled by vehicle speed and the effect of the CDR becomes 

negligible. 
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4.4 Summary 
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The BER performance of GMSK in a frequency-
selective fast fading channel. CIR and CNR are 
assumed to be infinity. 

The BER performance for the two-bit differential detection of GMSK modulation 

has been analyzed in a frequency-selective fast Rayleigh fading channel corrupted by 

AWGN and CCI. A closed form expression for the probability of error was derived 

and the BER results were numerically computed for different combinations of channel 

parameters. It was seen that when the effects of speed of vehicle, the delayed signal 

and the cochannel interference were considered the probability of error increased. In a 

practical situation these effects will be present to some extent. The analysis presented 

in this chapter gives a more complete picture of the performance of GMSK in land 

mobile radio channels as compared to the results reported in [14, 16, 17]. 



5. Performance of 7/4-DQPSK with 

One-Bit Differential Detection 

In this chapter, the BER performance of convolutional coded 7/4-DQPSK modu-

lation is analyzed using frequency-offset diversity with differential detection and soft 

decision Viterbi decoding. The transmitter is modeled as convolutional coded 7/4-

DQPSK modulator with square root raised cosine filter as per the North American 

dual-mode digital cellular standard IS-54. The channel is modeled as a frequency-

selective fast Rayleigh fading channel, using a two ray model and it is assumed to 

be corrupted by the additive white Gaussian noise and the cochannel interference. 

The pair-wise error bound is first obtained using the Chernoff bound. This is then 

used with the transfer function for the Viterbi decoder to get a close upper bound 

on the bit error rate. The bit error rate results are computed for different channel 

parameters. 

5.1 System Model 

The block diagram of the system under investigation is shown in Figure 5.1. 

The input bit stream is encoded by the convolutional encoder specified in the IS-

54. This encoder is of rate 1/2 and has a constraint length of 6. There are 32 states 

97 
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Figure 5.1 Block diagram of Convolutional coded 7/4-
DQPSK system 

in this code and the two generator polynomials, go(D) and gi(D) are defined by: 

go(D) = 1 + D + D3 + D5 (5.1) 

and 

gi(D) = 1 + D2 + D3 + D4 + D5. (5.2) 

The output from the convolutional encoder alternates between these two polynomials 

with go (D) being the first in each time slot. The output of the convolutional encoder 

is then block interleaved symbol by symbol. It is assumed that the interleaving depth 

is large enough to randomize the burst errors produced by the Rayleigh fading. The 

symbol sequence after interleaving is denoted by (ak, bk), where k is an integer. 
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A coded symbol sequence of length N is denoted by 

X = (x1, x23 ...., X N), (5.3) 

where the kth element of x, namely xk, represents the symbol to be 7/4-DQPSK 

coded in the kth transmission interval. Symbol xk can be represented in phasor form 

as: 

Xk = e (5.4) 

where AOk is the differential phase assigned by the mapper in the kth transmission 

interval and is given by: 

Acbk = 

371/4 (ak,bk) = (-1, 1) 

71/4 (ak,bk ) = (1, 1) 

—71/4 (ak,bk) = (1, —1) 

—37r/4 (ak , bk ) = (-1,-1). 

(5.5) 

Before transmission over the channel, the differentially encoded sequence x is passed 

through a square root raised cosine filter producing the signal s(t) given by: 

where 

s(t) = N/2Esc1T(t), (5.6) 

k=oo 

dT(t) = E el°khT(t — kT) 
k=--co 

(5.7) 
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and E, is the symbol energy, hT(t) is the impulse response of transmitter filter HT(f 

and Ok is the carrier phase for the kth symbol transmission, which is given by: 

Ok = AOk (bk-1- (5.8) 

The transmitted 7/4-DQPSK signal is received via the frequency-selective fast 

Rayleigh fading channel corrupted by AWGN and CCI. This signal is received using 

frequency-offset diversity at the receiver and is differentially detected. The sampled 

value of the detector output are then de-interleaved and fed to the Viterbi decoder. 

5.2 BER Analysis 

5.2.1 Mathematical representation of the detector output 

As mentioned previously, the transmitted 7r14-DQPSK signal is received via the 

frequency-selective fast Rayleigh fading channel corrupted by AWGN and CCI. The 

receiver has frequency-offset diversity combining. This scheme is shown in Figure 2.17. 

Each branch consists of an antenna and a mixer for frequency translation to an IF. 

A key element of this technique is that the local oscillator for the second branch 

is offset from the first branch by frequency fd. The resulting IF signals differ in 

frequency from each other by fd. Note that the frequency-offset diversity combining 

is in effect space diversity as the two signals are obtained from physically separated 

antennas. The frequency-offset at the IF is a simple and effective method of diversity 

combining that avoids the large amount of hardware normally required to implement 
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other diversity techniques. The outputs of two narrow-band IF filters (BPF) with 

different center frequencies at L and fe + fd are represented as: 

r(1) (t) = SP)(t) + 5. 1) (t — y) + 5V(t) + n(1) (t) 

r(2) (t) = s?) (t) + s?) (t - 7) + SP ) (t) + n(2) (t), 

(5.9) 

(5.10) 

where the superscript 1 and 2 are for two diversity branches. In (5.9), S. 1) (t) is the 

desired signal in the first diversity branch and is given by: 

V)(t) = zi)( ) 2Esd(t)027`fet , (5.11) 

where z(t) is a zero-mean complex Gaussian process representing the effect of fading 

on the channel. The subscripts s, 'T and c are used to represent the various parameters 

of desired signal, delayed signal and cochannel signal respectively. In (5.11), d(t) is 

given by: 
k-00 co 

d(t) = E ook f hT(u - kT)hR(t - u)du. 
k= -  

C>0 

(5.12) 

Here HR(f) is the baseband equivalent transfer function of the receiver filter and 

hR(t) is its impulse response. Assuming both the transmit filter and the receive filter 

to be square root raised cosine filters the integral in (5.12) can be written as: 

f 00 
hT(u — kT)hR(t — u)du = 

sin[7(t — kT)/T] cos[air(t — kT)/T] 

7r(t - kT)/T 1 - [2a(t - kT)1712' 
(5.13) 
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where a is the roll-off factor and T is the symbol duration. From (5.12) and (5.13) 

d(t) can be written as: 

d(t) kv=' 00, sin[7r(t — kT)/T] cos[a7r(t — kT)/T] 
7r(t — kT)/T 1 — [2a(t — kT)IT]2 ' 

(5.14) 

SP ) (t — T) in (5.9) is the delayed signal in the first diversity branch which is given by: 

S'_1) (t — T) = 4 1) (t)/2E,-d(t — T)e32' f c t . (5.15) 

In the above equation Er represents the delayed symbol energy, and T is the delay. 

experienced by the second path. 

SP) (t) in (5.9) is the cochannel interfering signal in the first diversity branch which 

is given by: 

SP-) (t) = zP-) (t) \12E,c1,(t — tc)ei27rfct, (5.16) 

where E, represents cochannel symbol energy and de(t — te) is given by: 

k=co sin[7(t — t, — kT)17] cos[a7r(t — t, — kT)/T] 
cle(t — te) = e

k=-00 7-(t — t, — kT)/T 1 — [2a(t — t, — kT)/T]2 ' 
(5.17) 

where q ck represents the phase for the kth symbol transmitted by the cochannel user, 

and t, is a uniformly distributed random variable in the interval [0, T] that represents 

the timing difference between the desired signal and the cochannel interfering signal. 

Finally n(1) (t) in (5.9) is filtered additive white Gaussian noise in the first diversity 
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branch and is given by: 

n(1) (t) 4,1) (t)ej2'Tfct. (5.18) 

Similarly, SP) (t), S.2) (t — T), SP) (t) and n(2)(0 in (5.10) are the desired signal, the 

delayed signal, the cochannel signal and the filtered AWGN respectively in the second 

diversity branch, and they are given by: 

and 

sP)(t) = (t) 12E, d(t) 27r(f-±fot, (5.19) 

SV) (t — T) = 4 2) (t) 2E,d(t — T)ei27(1,Pfot 

SP) (t) = 4 2) (t) \12Eccle(t — tc)e327(fc+ f d)t , 

n(2) (t) = 42) (06/27,(fc+fd)t .

(5.20) 

(5.21) 

(5.22) 

In the above equations z(') (t), 4 2)(t), z i)(t), 4 2)(0, ,41-)(t), 4 2) (0 are mutually inde-

pendent zero-mean complex Gaussian processes representing the effect of fading of the 

channel. 4,1)(0 and 4,2) (t) are complex envelopes of Gaussian noise. Let zsT , z,(1)

and 4 ), be the samples of ,z,z) (t), (t), 4 i) (t) and 4,0 (t) where superscript (i) repre-

sents the i th diversity branch. Then the first two moments of the random variables 

zs(ii? , ze(ik) and za(ii), are given by [53]: 

E {z(sid = E [z id = E [4'd = E [4,2] = 0, (5.23) 



E s(ii? 21 = zTk 

2 [ z(i,2 1, 

E [z81 1) z(s(k+i)] = E {4(ki) zr((ic+i)] = E [zcici) ze((k+i)] = C = J0(271. f DT), 

and 

In (5.26) Sk1 is given by: 
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(5.24) 

(5.25) 

E [zal: ) z „((k+1)1 = 2 NoSki• (5.26) 

{ 0 k 1 
6k1 = 

1 k = 1 

(5.27) 

and in (5.25) superscript * denotes complex conjugate, J 0 (•) is the zeroth order Bessel 

function of the first kind, and fp is the maximum Doppler shift. 

Now by summing r(1)(t) and r(2)(t) given by (5.9) and (5.10), the input to the 

differential detector is obtained as: 

where 

r (t) = Z(1) (t)e32111̀ t + Z (2) (t)e j27r(fd-fd)t

= Z (t)e321rict, (5.28) 

Z(i) (t) = zli) (t) 2E scl(t) + (t) 2Ercl(t — T) + 

(0 \1 2Eccle(t — to) + (t), (5.29) 
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and in the above equation i = 1, 2. Further 

Z(t) Z(1) (t) + Z(2) (t) exp(j27fdt) 

= [z,(1) (t) + zP) (t)e327fd t] \I 2E sd(t) + 

[41-) (t) + z(r2) (t)e327 fd t] \12Erd(t — T) + 

[,z 1) (t) + zP) (t)e32'fd t] iv✓2E,c1,(t — tc) + 

4 1) (t) 42)(06127.1'dt. (5.30) 

Note that d(t), d(t — T) and dc(t — tc) are complex quantities and the effect of filtering 

on the amplitude and phase is therefore included through these. The differential 

detector output y2(t) is given by: 

Yz(t) Z(t)Z*(t — T)e.72n rfeT

[Z(1) (t) + Z(2) (t)e327 f d t] [Z*(1) (t — T) + Z*(2) (t — 7 1)e —i27rfd(t—T)] e i27rf`T

Z (1) (t)Z *(1) (t — T)e 327rfcT Z (2) (t)Z *(2) (t — T)e i27(f` ±fd)T

Z (1) (t)Z *(2) (t — T)e327q-  fdt-F(f,+ f d)Ti 

Z(2) (t)Z*(1) (t — T)e327(fdt+fcT) (5.31) 

The frequency-offset is selected to be much more than the signal bandwidth so that 

the beat frequency signals given by the third and fourth term in (5.31) can be filtered 

out by the low pass filter following the detector. The low pass filter output becomes: 

y(t) = Z(1) (t)Z*(1) (t — T) + Z(2) (t)Z*(2) (t — T), (5.32) 
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where f,T and fdT are assumed to be integers. Now corresponding to the coded 

symbol sequence of the desired signal, x = (x1, x2 , ...., xN), the coded symbol sequence 

of the cochannel interfering signal, x. = (xci, xeN), and the coded symbol 

sequence of the delayed signal, xr = (xri, xr2, xrN), let y = (Yi, y2, ••••1 YN) be the 

output sequence, where the (n+l)th element of y, yri+i , represents the output in the 

(n+1)th transmission interval and is given by: 

where 

and 

yn+i = zr*,(1)411 + z,(2)42_14, 

Z( ) = z i„),\12Esclri + 42\12E7-dm + 

(5.33) 

zcci) vI2E,c1,7, + z(i) ) (5.34) an 

k="  jok sin[ir(nT — kT)/T] cos[a7r(nT — kT)/T] 
dn = E e   (5.35) 

R-(nT — kT) IT 1 — [2a(nT — kT) ITP 

k=oo Jo, sin[ir(nT — T — k71)1T] cos[oar(nT — T — kT)/T] 
drn = E e 

k=_00 ir(nT — T — kT) IT 1 — [2a(nT — T — kT)/7] 2

k=c0 din E doe, sin[7(nT — t, — kT) IT] cos[a7r(nT — tc — kT) Ti 

k=—oo ir(nT — t, — kT) I T 1 — [2a(nT — t, — kT) T]2

(5.36) 

(5.37) 

Substituting the value of ZS,i) from (5.34) into (5.33), the output in the (n+1)th 
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transmission interval can be written as: 

Yn+1 

i=2 

E[2Eszst )zs(i()n+1)dndn-f- I 2-ET ZTt)Z-r(()n+1) C1-)A -(n+i) 
i=1 

2E4(z),ZcTn+i)d*cndc(n+1) Za*n(z) Za(z()n+i) 

(Cross — terms)(i) + (Noise — terms)(i)]. 

Now zW,, 4 i,), and zpr can be written in the phasor form as: 

,(i) (i) .0(' )
Psn 

z(i) n(i) 
rn ymn 

z(i) pc(in)e.ie,? ,

(5.38) 

(5.39) 

(5.40) 

(5.41) 

where p(si,),,, r4i) and p(ci, are the normalized (unit mean squared value) random variables 

with Rayleigh probability density function and are given by: 

p(Pn)={ 
2pne-pn p > 0 

0 otherwise. 

(5.42) 

In (5.39) to (5.41), 9 , 0Tn and t) are arbitrary phases introduced by the channel. 

These phases are uniformly distributed in the [ —7r ,7r] interval. 

Assuming infinite depth interleaving and de-interleaving so that the coding chan-

nel is memoryless, the product p(si,?i ps( (),i+i) , p.c.z7)A z)(n+i) and p(cir p,(1()Th+i) are independent 

random variables and hence the joint channel probabilities satisfy the following rela-
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tionships: 

n=N 

PN(YIX)XT,Xc) = 
H 

P(Yn1Xn, Xrn, xen)• 
n=1 

(5.43) 

It has been shown in [54] that the theoretical analysis of bit error probability perfor-

mance with a maximum likelihood branch metric is quite difficult and quite compli-

cated to implement. To keep the analysis tractable, a much simpler Gaussian metric 

for which the upper bound on the bit error performance can be readily computed is 

used. This approach is analogous to that taken in [54]. 

5.2.2 Derivation of the pair-wise error probability bound 

To find an upper bound on the average bit error probability performance of the 

system, first pair-wise error probability P(x X), which represents the probability 

of choosing the coded sequence lc = ("Xi , X"2, instead of x = (x1, x2, ...., xN), is 

derived. Let m(y, x) denote the coding decision metric, i.e., x is incorrectly chosen 

as the transmitted sequence when m(y, x) > m(y, x). Then the pair-wise error 

probability has the Chernoff bound [55]: 

P(x X) < E lexp (A [m(y, — m(y, x)]) ix, xr, xcl 

H E fexP (A [m(Yn, ±Ti) (Yn, Xn)1) 1Xn, XTn, Xcn} , (5.44) 
nEi' 

where the operator E denotes statistical expectation, A is the Chernoff parameter 

to be optimized, and 77 is the set of all n such that xn xn. It is assumed that 

no channel state information is available. To simplify (5.44) further, a metric has to 

be specified. As mentioned previously, the metric that is optimum for the additive 
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Gaussian noise channel is used. This metric takes the form: 

m(Y., x.) = — I yn — 2Esx.12. (5.45) 

Substituting the value of yr, from (5.33) into the above, equation (5.45) can be written 

as: 

and 

m(Yn, xn) = Z7,*(1)1Z(1) + Z,,*(2)14,2) — 2E sx,,I 2 (5.46) 

M(Yn, ±n) rn(Yn, Xn) = —IZn*(1)14 1) + Zn*(2)14 2) — 2ESxn j2 + 

IZ;,'(1)14 1) + Zr*,(2)1Z7(i2) — 2Esx,,,12. (5.47) 

Simplifying the above and noting that lxn I2 = p n i2 = 1, the above equation can be 

written as: 

i=2 

±'71) M(Yn, Xn) = 2E8 [ i;' E v(i) (A-. - An)Z(nz, )1 
i=1 

where denotes the matrix transpose operator and 

( ) 

(5.48) 

(5.49) 
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and 

An — 

An = 

0 xn 

X' n, 0 

0 X*

x n 0 

From (5.44) and (5.48) the pair-wise error probability is given by: 

i=2 

P(x < E [ exp {A, E k(i) (An — An ) 
nen i=1 

Xn ) X7-n 1 Xcn 7 

(5.50) 

(5.51) 

(5.52) 

where A, = 2E8A. Now in the above equation, the random variables formed by 

Z;',:(1) (An —An)K1) and * 2) (A n — A n) K 2) are independent, since the channel fading 

process and noise over the two diversity paths are independent. Hence (5.52) can be 

written as: 

P(x H E {exp 5 A,K(1) (An — An ) K1)
nEn 

E [exp {AeZ;,/ (2) (An An)K2)  I xn) xrn, xcn] • 

Xn , X7-n , Xcn] X 

(5.53) 

Further, as both diversity paths have the same statistics, the two expected values in 

the above equation will be the same. 

P(x < H [E {exp (A,K(1)(A, — A n)K 1) ) 

nE77 

2 
X71, 7 Xrn, Xcn I] . (5.54) 
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The expectation required in (5.54) was originally evaluated by Stein [48] and used by 

Simon [54] for analysis of trellis coded MDPSK in a fading mobile satellite channel. 

The same value of expectation can be used here with appropiate modifications for 

the system being analyzed. Thus, for n E i  [48], 

E {exp (— AeZ*7: (1) (-An An)K 1)) Xn, xrn, Xcn} — 

exp (I + 2A,R,Tn) 1 bin} 

det (I + 2A,R,Tn) 

where I is the identity matrix and 

Fri = A-n An, 

Pin = E [4 1) Xn, X7-n, Xcni = 0, 

1 
Rn 

2 
= —E n[Z*(1) Zi (1) Xn, X7-n, Xcni • 

(5.55) 

(5.56) 

(5.57) 

(5.58) 

Substituting the value of Fn, µn and Rn from the above equations into (5.55), and 

after much manipulation and substituting )% = AeAro, a = ES/No, 13 = ET /No and 

7 = EVATO equation (5.55) can be written as: 

E exp (—A,K(1) (An, — An)K1))1 xn, xrn, xcn} = 

1 
1 + 2A,/(X1* 2A0/*(X1 4AM2( 21-X112 — 4AVI2X2X3

, (5.59) 
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where 

and 

= Zn Xn, 

X1 = adnd-n_i) + 13 cl,n 7 d*_ (71_1) + 7Clend:(n-1), 

X2 = 1 + aldn r + 0k/m12 +7k/m12, 

X3 = 1 + ald(n-012 + Oldr(n-or + 71dc(71-1)12 -

(5.60) 

(5.61) 

(5.62) 

(5.63) 

Substituting (5.59) into (5.54), the pair-wise error probability bound can be written 

as: 

P(x --+*) <
nEn [1 + 2A0/(X1*+ 2A0/*(X1 4A1/12( 21X112 — 4)F,1/12X2X3)2.

(5.64) 

The result in the above equation cannot be optimized over A, independent of the 

index n. Thus first the pair-wise error probability must be computed, and then it is 

1 

optimized over the Chernoff parameter. 

5.2.3 Derivation of the bit error probability bound 

An upper bound on the average bit error probability is obtained from the pair-

wise error probability as: 

Pb 5 EEEEa(x,X)p(xe)p(xT)p(x)P(x -÷ 1c), (5.65) 
xc x, x 3ZE 
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where a(x, *) is the number of bit errors that occurs when x is transmitted and x is 

chosen by the decoder, p(x) is the apriori probability of transmitting x, p(x,) is the 

apriori probability of transmitting 'cc, p(xT) is the apriori probability of transmitting 

xr, and e is the set of all coded sequences. 

An efficient precedure for evaluating (5.65) is the transfer function bound approach. 

The transfer function on the convolutional encoder is denoted by T(D, I) and the 

upper bound on BER is given by: 

Pb < - I TT (D 
dI 

I=1 

(5.66) 

The parameter D in the above transfer function is the same as the expectation in 

(5.44), [55], with A = Aopt . This expectation was evaluated for any A and is given by 

(5.59). Therefore D is given by: 

D = 
+ 2Aopt /(X1* 2Aopt /*(X1 4A,!,pt I/12( 21X112 — 4A pt1/12X2X312

1 
(5.67) 

where Aopt is the optimum value of the Chernoff parameter. Note that the parameter 

D depends on the coding channel and choice of decoding metric and not on the encoder 

used. The transfer function on the other hand is specific to the encoder used. Both 

of these are required in order to get the bit error bound of a coded communication 

system. Further, since D is a function of transmitted symbols xn , delayed symbols 

x„ and cochannel symbols xen , the value of D is obtained by averaging (5.67) over all 

the possible values of xn, x„ and xen. In evaluating the mean value of D it has been 
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assumed that the intersymbol interference caused by transmitter filter and receiver 

filter is contributed solely by the symbols preceding and following the symbol under 

consideration. The transfer function for the convolutional encoder recommended in 

IS-54 cellular standard was found from its state diagram. Using (5.66) the bound on 

the bit error rate is given by: 

Pb < 2D8 + 36D9 + 32D10 + 62D11 + (5.68) 

As D is a small number (<< 1), terms of order higher than 11 in the above equation 

have been ignored. 

5.3 Numerical results 

The BER bound for the proposed receiver is computed under a variety of condi-

tions. In all these calculations, the roll-off factor a of the transmit and receive filters 

is taken as 0.35 as per IS-54 recommendation. The parameters varied include: 

1. The ratio of relative delay between the main signal and the delayed signal to 

the symbol duration, i.e., r/T. 

2. The velocity of vehicle, v, which causes Doppler spread. 

3. The ratio of average carrier power to additive white Gaussian noise power ,de-

noted by CNR. 

4. The ratio of average carrier power to the interfering signal power, denoted by 

CIR. 
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5. The ratio of average carrier power to the delayed path carrier power, denoted 

by CDR. 

6. Presence and absence of diversity. 

5.3.1 Flat slow Rayleigh fading channel 

In flat slow fading channel the delayed signal is negligible. Further, the vehicle 

is moving slowly and Doppler effects are negligible. In this channel the effect of 

cochannel interfering signal on BER bound can be easily seen. The computed results 

for BER bound are plotted in Figure 5.2 as a function of CNR, with CIR and diversity 

as parameters. From this figure it is seen that gain due to diversity is of the order 

of 4 to 6 dB. The other thing to note is that the CNR required to achieve given 

BER does not vary too much (less than 1 dB) even when the interfering signal power 

increases by 10 dB. Hence the receiver should perform equally well even when there 

is a strong CCI present. Finally, a comparison of the results with that for simple 

differential detector [30] shows that the proposed receiver has an advantage of about 

35 dB when CIR is 30 dB and BER is 10-3. However as the CCI gets stronger (e.g. 

CIR = 20 dB), a simple differential detector has an error floor at 10-2 and the BER is 

irreducible. On the other hand, the proposed receiver gives BER of 10-3 when CNR 

is only 5 dB. 

5.3.2 Frequency-selective Rayleigh fading channel 

In a frequency-selective fading channel the effect of delayed signal and speed of the 

vehicle on the BER bound can be easily seen. In order to bring out these effects more 
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—10 

—12 

—14 
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Legend 
■ CIR O dB, No Diversity 

CIR=30 dB, No Diversity 

• CIR40 dB, With Diversity 

▪ CIR=30 dB, With Diversity 

7 6 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
CNR (dB) 

Figure 5.2 The BER bound of convolutional coded n/4-
DQPSK in a flat slow fading channel corrupted 
by AWGN and cochannel interference where the 
Doppler spread and time dispersion are negligi-
ble. 

clearly the CCI is assumed to be absent. The computed results for BER bound are 

plotted in Figures 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5. From these figures it is seen that the BER bound 

is insensitive to any realistic speed of the vehicle, the normalized delay r/T, and the 

CDR. Again, the gain due to diversity in all the three cases is of the order of 4 to 6 

dB depending upon the CNR. On comparing the results in Figure 5.3 with a simple 

differential detector [30], it is seen that to get a BER of 10-3 when vehicle is moving 

at 40 kmph and the normalized delay T/T is 0.1, a simple differential detector needs a 

CDR of approximately 30 dB, and a very large CNR. However, the proposed receiver 

can obtain this BER when the CNR is only 5 dB and the CDR is 20 dB (i.e., a 10 dB 

stronger delayed signal). Also, in the case of a simple differential detector the error 

floor is reached at a BER of approximately 10-5 when the speed of the vehicle is 40 

kmph, and at 10-4 when the speed of vehicle is 120 kmph. In the proposed receiver, 
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0 
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Legend 
■ VE1=40 KMPH, No Diversity 

VEL.120 MPH, No Diversity_ 

VEL.40 KMPH, With Diversity 

VEL=120 KMPH, With Diversity 

Figure 5.3 The BER bound of convolutional coded 7/4-
DQPSK in a frequency-selective fast fading 
channel. The normalized delay TIT is 0.1 and 
CDR is 20 dB. The cochannel interfering signal 
is absent. 

no error floor is present until at least the BER of 10-15. 

5.4 Summary 

The BER bound of convolutional coded 7r/4-DQPSK modulation using frequency-

offset diversity has been derived for the land mobile channel for both the frequency-

selective and flat Rayleigh fading cases. The channel was assumed to be corrupted by, 

AWGN and CCI and had Doppler spread because of the vehicle motion. The effect 

of transmit and receive filter was also taken into account. Based on the numerically 

computed BER bound it was found that the proposed receiver has significant per-

formance improvement over a simple differential detector. The CNR advantage is of 

the order of 35 dB or more depending upon various channel conditions. Further the 

performance of the proposed receiver is insensitive to cochannel signal power, delayed 
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Legend 
■ v/1=0.1, No Diversity 

ca vir=0.5, No Diversity 

• 7,4=0.1, With Diversity 

vfi=0.5, With Diversity 

Figure 5.4 The BER bound of convolutional coded 7r/4-
DQPSK in a frequency-selective fast fading 
channel. The speed of the vehicle is 40 kmph 
and CDR is 20 dB. The cochannel interfering 
signal is absent. 
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C.1 cpgF30d8 NcoivirsjbL... 
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CDR=30 dB, With Diversity 

12 13 14 

Figure 5.5 The BER bound of convolutional coded 7/4-
DQPSK in a frequency-selective fast fading 
channel. The normalized delay TIT is 0.5 and 
speed of the vehicle is 40 kmph. The cochannel 
interfering signal is absent. 
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signal and vehicle speed. The BER perforamnce keeps on improving (till at least 

10-15) as CNR is increased (upto 15 dB) and no error floor is encountered because of 

Doppler effect, CIR or CDR. 



6. Simulation and Performance of 

the North American Digital Cel-

lular System 

In the previous chapter, an upper bound on the bit error rate of the convolutional 

coded 71/4-DQPSK modulation was derived using frequency-offset diversity with dif-

ferential detection and soft decision Viterbi decoding. In this chapter an estimate 

of the bit error rate of this system is found by simulation. The transmitter is simu-

lated as per dual-mode digital cellular standard IS-54. The channel is simulated as a 

frequency-selective fast Rayleigh fading channel corrupted by additive white Gaussian 

noise and cochannel interference. Frequency-offset diversity and soft decision Viterbi 

decoding to cope with the severe frequency-selective distortions caused by the prop-

agation phenomena are properly modeled for the computer simulation. The bit error 

rate results are plotted for different channel parameters. The estimated bit error rate 

results are also compared with the upper bound on the bit error rate derived in the 

last chapter. 

6.1 Transmitter 

The US digital cellular standard IS-54 specifies that data be transmitted in a 

TDMA frame. Figure 6.1 illustrates the frame/slot structure specified in IS-54 and 

120 
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One Frame = 1944 bits = 40 ms 

Slot 1 Slot 2 Slot 3 Slot 4 Slot 5 Slot 6 

16 28 
L 

122 12 12 122 

G R DATA SYNC DATA SACCH CDVCC DATA 

Slot Format Mobile Station to Base Station 

G: Guard Time 
R: Ramp Time 
SYNC: Synchronization & Training 

DATA: User Information or FACCH 
SACCH: Slow Associated Control Channel 
CDVCC: Coded Digital Verification Color Code 

Figure 6.1 IS-54 slot and frame formation. 

used in the simulation. Data to be transmitted is organized into the TDMA frame 

format as per the IS-54 standard and as shown in the block diagram of Figure 6.2. 

The 7r /4-DQPSK symbols represented as a pair (I, Q) are generated. For this, first 

the binary data stream of TDMA is converted into two parallel streams of data bits. 

Starting from bit 1 in the TDMA frame, all odd numbered bits form one stream Xk 

and all even numbered bits form the second stream Yk. Now the bit pair, Xk and 

Yk , is mapped onto differentially encoded signal phase using Gray code as shown in 

Table 6.1. 

From the differential phase, 6.0k, the absolute phase angle for the kth symbol, Ok 

is given by: 

Ok = Ok-1± AOk• (6.1) 
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Coder 

Convolutional 
Coder 
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Interfering Cochannel 
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(Generated in the same 
way as main signal above 

Additive White 
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Rayleigh 
Fading 
Channel 

Figure 6.2 Block diagram of transmitter and channel used 
in the simulation. 

Received 
Signar 
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Table 6.1 Differential signal phase 

Xk Yk AOk 

1 1 -37/4 
0 1 37/4 
0 0 7r/4 
1 0 -7r/4 

The inphase and quadrature components of the 7r/4-DQPSK signal corresponding to 

the kth symbol are given by: 

Ik = COSOk 

Qk — sinOk. 

(6.2) 

(6.3) 

The inphase and quadrature components are pulse shaped using a square root 

raised cosine filter whose impulse response is given by [31]: 

a + 4a t = 0 

g (t) = + sin (-Li) + (1 — cos ( 7, ,,)] , 

sin[r(1—a)+] +4a +cos [7r (1+a) +] 

t = +T/4a 

for all other t 

(6.4) 

7r + {1— + )2] , 

where T is the symbol period and a is the roll-off factor. 

In an actual transmitter, the pulse shaped signal is then modulated onto the carrier, 

amplified by a power amplifier and then transmitted. In the simulation the final step 

of placing the signal on a carrier is omitted and the baseband inphase and quadrature 

signals are passed to the channel model. 
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6.2 Channel 

The I and Q channel signals are transmitted through a land mobile radio channel 

model and are received at the receiver through two diversity branches. The discrete 

multipath channel is modeled as a two ray model with both rays Rayleigh faded 

with equal average power and having a Doppler spread proportional to the vehicle 

speed as described in [47]. The delay interval or delay spread, T, between two rays 

is expressed in terms of symbol period. To obtain two independently faded signals, 

which corresponds to signals received through two diversity branches, the channel 

model is modified as suggested by Jakes in [47]. 

To obtain bit error rate (BER) results for different values of CDR, the ratio of 

average signal power to the delayed path signal power, the power of the received 

delayed path signal is scaled with respect to the average power of the received signal 

on a slot-to-slot basis so that the desired CDR is obtained. Also, to obtain BER 

results for different values of CIR, the ratio of average signal power to the interfering 

signal power, the power of the received interfering signal is scaled with respect to the 

average power of the received signal on a slot-to-slot basis to obtain the desired CIR. 

In this case, the relative symbol timing between the main signal and the interfering 

signal is varied uniformly over the interval [0,T] on a frame-to-frame basis. Finally, to 

obtain BER results for different values of CNR, the ratio of average signal power to 

additive white Gaussian noise power, the power of the noise is scaled with respect to 

the average signal power on a slot-to-slot basis so that the desired CNR is obtained. 
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6.3 Receiver 

Figure 6.3 is the block diagram of the receiver. The receiver obtains four parallel 

streams of samples of the baseband 7/4-DQPSK signals, / 1) , 11,2) , Qii) and Q(1,2). The 

signals 11,1) and Qi1) correspond to the signal received on the first diversity branch 

and the signals /1,2) and Qi2) correspond to the signals received on the second diversity 

branch. The signals received on the two diversity branches have undergone indepen-

dent fading through the channel. In the simulation, the I and Q sample streams 

each contain 16 samples per symbol. The input sample streams are first filtered by 

square root raised cosine filters that are matched to those at the transmitter. The 

output from the filters is passed on to the differential detector. In the simulation, one 

differential detector in each diversity branch has been implemented, and the output 

of both differential detectors is combined. The combined output of both differential 

detectors, which is a complex quantity, is now sampled once in each symbol period. 

From this output the differential phase of each received symbol is computed. 

It should be noted here that in the actual receiver the RF signals received at the 

two diversity branches are translated to two different IF signals. The IF signals are 

then summed and fed to a common detector. The frequency-offset between the two 

diversity branches is selected to be much more than the signal bandwidth so that the 

beat frequency components produced in the output of the differential detector can be 

filtered out by the low pass filter following the detector. The output of the low pass 

filter given in [7] is the same as the sum of the outputs of two differential detectors 

used in the simulation. 
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The received differential phase in each symbol period is now converted into received 

differential phases in each bit period. This is done by making the first received 

differential phase, which corresponds to the first symbol, equal to the differential 

phase of the first two bits. The second received differential phase, which corresponds 

to the second symbol, is made equal to the differential phase of the third and fourth 

bits, and so on. 

The TDMA frame so received is now separated into different slots and each slot 

is further separated into different fields. Since the purpose of the simulation was to 

verify the upper bounds obtained for convolutional coded 7/4-DQPSK and to find 

BER for the data field, perfect synchronization has been assumed and all the fields 

except the data field are assumed to be detected correctly. The data field is fed to the 

de-interleaver and from the de-interleaved data the differential phases corresponding 

to class 1 and class 2 bits are separated out. Now since the class 2 bits were uncoded, 

a decision can be made on them. At this point it should be noted that the signal 

mapping done at the transmitter cannot be used to make the decision on the received 

bits. This is so because at the transmitter bits were differentially encoded after 

interleaving. At the receiver, on the other hand, the data has been de-interleaved 

first and hence the differential decoding rule cannot be applied to the de-interleaved 

data. Moreover, signal mapping was not done before the de-interleaver as soft decision 

Viterbi decoding has to be done and the soft decision values of the received differential 

phases have to be retained. To overcome this problem, the following decision strategy 

was employed for the class 2 bits. 
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The differential phase at the transmitter was calculated as per Table 6.1. Thus if 

the received differential phase is between 0 and 7r and if the received bit is from the 

`X' column, then the received bit is '0'. However, if the received differential phase is 

between 0 and -7F and the received bit is from the 'X' column, then the received bit 

is T. Similarly, if the received differential phase is between -7r/2 and 7r/2 and the 

received bit is from the 'Y' column, then the received bit is '0'. And if the received 

differential phase is greater than 7r/2 or less than -7r/2 and the received bit is from 

the 'Y' column, then the received bit is T. 

Now the received differential phase for a given transmitted bit is already known. 

It needs to be determined whether the received bit is from the 'X' column or 'Y' 

column of Table 6.1. In the interleaver array at the transmitter all odd numbered 

columns contain bits from the 'X' column of Table 6.1 and all even numbered columns 

contain bits from the 'Y' column of Table 6.1. The de-interleaver array will also have 

the same bit locations. Hence, depending upon the column numbers of the class 2 

received differential phases, it can be determined whether the received differential 

phase corresponds to the 'X' or 'Y' column. The above decision rule then can be 

applied to determine whether a '0' or '1' class 2 bit was transmitted. 

The convolutional coded class 1 bits are now decoded using the soft decision Viterbi 

algorithm. To apply the Viterbi algorithm, first the branch metric used needs to be 

specified. The branch metric used is optimum (maximum-likelihood) for the additive 
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white Gaussian noise channel. This metric takes the form: 

Mk I Yk Xk 12 1 (6.5) 

where xk is the phasor representation of 7/4-DQPSK transmitted symbol 6.0k as-

signed by the mapper in the kth transmission interval and yk is the received symbol. 

The metric mk is computed for all the four possible outputs, 00, 01, 10 and 11, of 

the convolutional encoder for the given received symbol. The value of xk is obtained 

from Table 6.1 and is given by: 

Xk = < 

cos(ir/4) + jsin(7/4), if output = 00 

cos(3ir/4) + jsin(3ir/4), if output = 01 

cos(—ir/4) + jsin(-7/4), if output = 10 

cos(-3ir/4) + jsin(-37r/4). if output = 11 

(6.6) 

To compute the appropriate value of yk, the value of the received differential phase 

for each bit is used and also the fact that the given received differential phase cor-

responds to the bit in the 'X' or 'Y' column of Table 6.1 is known, as explained 

previously. First consider the case when the coded received bits are in the 'X' column 

of Table 6.1. Also, assuming that there is no fading and noise added to the transmit-

ted signal, one should receive the differential phases 7r/4 or 37r/4 if '0' is transmitted 

and -7r/4 or -37/4 if '1' is transmitted. Thus there are 16 possible combinations of 

the received differential phases, as shown in Table 6.2. 
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Table 6.2 Possible received differential phases if the re-
ceived bits are from column 'X' of Table 6.1 

Received bits Possible values of differential phase (&/ k) 

00 71 7 7r 7i , 4 / 7 

) ., ( 4 7_ _ ?_1- \ . (
4

37r 7 or "3' r 37r ) 
, ' 4 / ‘ 4 ' 4 

01 7r -7r 7r -37 3:  - 7 3: - 
Ti ' 4 -4- ' 4 

; 4 or ; 
4 

10 -7 7 . -7r 37 -37r 7r „ -37r 37r 
4 ' 4 ' 4 ' 4 , 4 , 4 `" 4 1 4 

11 -47 -471; 1: -47 - 437 -47) (-437r , - 437 ; ; ; (17 ; or

The branch metric mk computed from (6.5) should be minimum for that value of 

the output of the decoder when the received differential phases exactly match with 

that of the transmitted symbol. But for a received symbol, there can be 4 possible 

values of the received differential phases, as seen from Table 6.2. So yk is to be selected 

in such a manner that its value remains the same for each of the four possible values 

of differential phases for each possible symbol received. This condition of yk is met if 

yk is taken to be: 

sin(A&1) jsin(A&2), if sgn(A4L) = sgn(Acbk2) 
Yk = 

—sin(AOki) — jsin(A0k2), otherwise 

(6.7) 

where 4 1 and A&2 are the received differential phase corresponding to two bits 

which are fed to the convolutional decoder and sgn( ) denotes sign of ( ). 

Next consider the case when the coded received bits are in the 'Y' column of 

Table 6.1. Assuming there is no fading and noise added to the transmitted signal, 

one should receive differential phase 7r/4 or -7/4 if '0' is transmitted and -37r/4 or 

37r/4 if '1' is transmitted. Hence there are 16 possible combinations of the received 

differential phase as shown in Table 6.3. 
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Table 6.3 Possible received differential phases if the re-
ceived bits are from column 'Y' of Table 6.1 

Received bits Possible values of differential phase (A(kk) 

00 
-\ / / 

7,ri 7 i j ;  \ i / 

 

/' ( - 471. ' i ) or \ —4in ' —47) 

01 3,71r —47r 347r —47r 37r 77,1 ; —437r —4i7 , ; ; ; or ; 

10 37 7 . 37 -1 - . —37 in —37r —7r or
4 ' 4 ' 4' 4 ' 4 ' T 4 ' 4 

11 37r 37 —37r . / —37 37r —37r —37 ) or) (37 
' 4 ' 4 ' 4 j ' \ 4 ' 4 4 ' 4 

Selecting yk in such a manner that its value remains the same for each of the four 

possible values of differential phases, for each possible symbol received, as shown in 

Table 6.3, yk is given by: 

cos(AqSki ) + jcos(A0k2), if -7r/2 < D kl < 71/2 and 

-7r/2 < Acbk2 < 7r/2 OR 

Yk = < 

—COS (A&i) — jcos(A.cbk2), 

7r/2 < Oki 

7/2 < 

otherwise. 

or D4ki < —7r/2 and 

or A4k2 < —7r/2 

(6.8) 

Finally, consider the case when the coded received bits are in column 'X' and 'Y' 

of Table 6.1. Assuming no fading, the possible values of received differential phase 

for various received symbols are shown in Table 6.4. 

In order for yk to have the same values for each of the four possible values of 

differential phases for each possible symbol received, it is defined as: 
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Table 6.4 Possible received differential phases if the re-
ceived bits are from column 'X' and of Table 
6.1 

Received bits Possible values of differential phase (AO ) 

00 7.1 r \ . 7r -7r . f 37r 7r) or ( 37r -7r) 
4 ,  71 7 \ Ti ' 4 / 71 4 3 4 7 4 

01 ir -37r . r 37r . 37r -37r / 37r 37r ) or
4, 4 4, 4 7 4 1 4 , 4 ' 4

( 

10 -37r ir . -37r -7r . -7r ir \ 
- or ("Li!, ----,i r) 

4 7 4 ' 4 ' 4 ' 4 ' 4 
) 

11 -37r -37r) -37r -37r ) (-7r 37r ) or
4 7 4  7 4 ' 4  ' k 4 ' 4 4 ' 4 

( 

Yk = < 

cos(Aibki) + isin(O42), 

cos(641) — isin(A &2), 

if 0 < < 7r/2 OR 

71/2 < < 7r OR 

-7/2 < < 0 OR 

-7F 5 (Aki, ,6,-;k2) < —7/2

if -7r/2 < (Aibich Aibk2) < 7r/2 OR 

7r/2 < Aibk1 or Aikki < —7r/2 AND 

7r/2 < ,6, k2 or Z k2(  < -7112 

- COS(641) jsin(,642), if 0 < (A&1, "k2) < 7r OR 

< (Oki, < 0

otherwise. —cos(64ik1) isin(642) 7 

(6.9) 

The metric mk in (6.5) is computed with the help of equations (6.6) through (6.9), 

and the Viterbi algorithm is applied for decoding convolutional coded bits. 
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6.4 Simulation Results 

The complete digital cellular system as described above was simulated and the 

performance of the receiver was evaluated under different channel conditions using 

a Monte Carlo simulation procedure. Both the Class 1 and the Class 2 data bits 

were detected and the performance for the coded as well as the uncoded data bits is 

shown. Each TDMA frame is 40 ms long, consisting of six time slots with each user 

transmitting every third slot. The transmitted symbols were sampled at 16 times the 

symbol rate. A square root raised cosine filter with roll-off factor of 0.35 and truncated 

to 10 symbols was used as the transmit filter. The receiver filter had a square root 

raised cosine response which is matched to the transmit filter. Each simulation was 

conducted over 1000 frames of data and averaged over three independent runs. The 

parameters that were varied include: 

1. The ratio of relative delay between the main signal and the delayed signal to 

the symbol duration, i.e., r/T. 

2. The ratio of average carrier power to additive white Gaussian noise power, 

denoted by CNR. 

3. The ratio of average carrier power to the interfering signal power, denoted by 

CIR. 

4. The ratio of average carrier power to the delayed path carrier power, denoted 

by CDR. 

5. Presence and absence of diversity. 
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6.4.1 Flat Rayleigh fading channel 

In a flat fading channel the delayed signal is negligible. The vehicle is assumed to 

be moving at 40 kmph. In this channel, the effect of the cochannel interfering signal 

on the BER performance of the system can be seen. The simulated results of the bit 

error rate of both Class 1 bits (CL1) and Class 2 bits (CL2) are plotted in Figure 6.4 

and Figure 6.5 as a function of CNR with diversity as parameter. The CIR is taken as 

20 dB in Figure 6.4 and CIR is 30 dB in Figure 6.5. The theoretical upper bound on 

the convolutional coded Class 1 bits as derived in the previous chapter is also shown 

in the figures. In both the figures, it is seen that the bound is quite tight. In the 

case of the receiver without diversity, the bound is loose by about 2 dB at the BER 

of 10-2. If diversity is considered, then the bound is loose by about 1 dB at the BER 

of 10-2. The gain in CNR for the coded Class 1 bits because of the diversity is of the 

order of 3.5 dB at the BER of 10-2 and increases as the CNR is increased. The gain 

in CNR for the uncoded Class 2 bits because of diversity is about 3.5 dB at the BER 

of 10-1.5 and increases as the CNR is increased. 

6.4.2 Frequency-selective Rayleigh fading channel 

In a frequency-selective fading channel the effect of the delayed signal on the BER 

bound can be easily seen. In order to bring out this effect more clearly the CCI is 

assumed to be absent. The simulated results of the bit error rate of both Class 1 bits 

(CL1) and Class 2 bits (CL2) are plotted in Figures 6.6, 6.7, 6.8, and 6.9 as a function 

of CNR with diversity as parameter. In all these figures, the speed of the vehicle is 
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assumed to be 40 kmph. In Figure 6.6 the normalized delay is taken as 0.1 and the 

CDR is taken as 20 dB. In Figure 6.7 the normalized delay is 0.1 and the CDR is 

30 dB. In Figure 6.8 the normalized delay is 0.5 and the CDR is 20 dB. Finally in 

Figure 6.9 the normalized delay is assumed to be 0.5 and the CDR is assumed to 

be 30 dB. The theoretical upper bound on the convolutional coded Class 1 bits as 

derived in the previous chapter is also shown in these figures. In all the four figures 

it is seen that the bound is quite tight. In the case of receiver without diversity the 

bound is loose by about 2 dB at the BER of 10-2. If diversity is considered then 

the bound is loose by about 1 dB at the BER of 10-2. The gain in the CNR for the 

coded Class 1 bits because of the diversity is of the order of 3.5 dB at the BER of 

10-2 and increases as the CNR is increased. The gain in CNR for the uncoded Class 

2 bits because of diversity is about 3.5 dB at the BER of 10-1-5 and increases as the 

CNR is increased. 

6.5 Summary 

The BER performance of North American digital cellular system using frequency-

offset diversity and soft decision Viterbi decoding was evaluated by simulation for both 

the frequency-selective and flat Rayleigh fading cases. The transmitter was modeled 

as specified in the digital cellular standard IS-54 of North America. The channel was 

modeled as a frequency-selective fast Rayleigh fading channel corrupted by AWGN 

and cochannel interference. The bit error rate results obtained were compared with 

the theoretical upper bound on the bit error rate which was derived in the previous 

chapter. Based on this comparison, it is found that the bound derived is quite tight 
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and can be used to predict the performance of the convolutional coded 7/4-DQPSK 

modulation. Considerable time can be saved by using the BER bound to predict the 

performance. Time taken to simulate the exact BER performance for this system can 

run into months for different channel parameters, even at high bit error rate. 



Conclusions and Future Work 

The objectives of the research work reported in this thesis were the following: 

1. To analyze the effect of predetection filtering on the bit error rate of GMSK mod-

ulation using one-bit differential detection in a frequency-selective fast Rayleigh 

fading channel corrupted by cochannel interference and additive white Gaussian 

noise. 

2. To analyze the bit error rate of GMSK modulation using two-bit differential 

detection in a frequency-selective fast Rayleigh fading channel corrupted by 

cochannel interference and additive white Gaussian noise. 

3. To derive an expression for the upper bound on bit error rate of convolutional 

coded 7/4-DQPSK modulation using frequency-offset diversity and Viterbi de-

coding for the same channel as in (1) and (2) above. 

4. To develop a simulation program to verify the upper bound on bit error rate 

derived in (3) above. 

7.1 Conclusions 

Based on the work reported in this thesis, it can be said that all the four objectives 

were realized. The conclusions can be summarized as: 

140 
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1. An expression for probability of bit error rate was derived for one-bit differential 

detection of GMSK which takes into account the effect of predetection filter-

ing. The bit error rate was numerically computed for various combinations of 

channel parameters. It was seen that the normalized predetection filter band-

width is one for all types of channels when the carrier to delayed signal power 

ratio and/or carrier to interfering signal power ratio is much greater than the 

carrier to noise power ratio. However, when the carrier to noise power ratio 

is much greater than the carrier to interfering signal power ratio and/or car-

rier to delayed signal power ratio, the errors are mainly produced by cochannel 

interfering signal, Doppler signal and the delayed signal. In this case there is 

no optimum predetection filter bandwidth in all types of channels. The im-

provement in the bit error rate as the predetection filter bandwidth is increased 

is very small and it may be concluded that while designing the receiver the 

normalized predetection filter bandwidth can be kept as one for all practical 

purposes. 

2. A closed form expression for the probability of error was derived for two-bit 

differential detection of GMSK. The bit error rate was numerically computed 

for various combinations of channel parameters. It was seen that the speed of the 

vehicle, delayed signal and cochannel interference all influence the probability of 

error. As these quantities increase so does the probability of error. In a practical 

system these effects will be present to a certain extent. The analysis done in 

this thesis can be used to predict the performance of GMSK more accurately in 
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land mobile radio channels as compared to the results reported in [14, 16, 17]. It 

has been shown in [17] that two-bit differential detection is superior to one-bit 

differential detection for low Doppler frequencies and signal-to-noise ratios and 

vice versa for large Doppler frequencies and signal-to-noise ratios. The reason 

for this is a higher error probability floor because of the Doppler effect in the 

two-bit differential detector case. It is seen from the analysis done in this thesis 

that the cochannel interference signal and the delayed signal also influence the 

probability of error and introduce error probability floor. Therefore the choice 

of selecting two-bit differential detection or one-bit differential detection will 

depend also on the CCI and the delayed signal. 

3. An upper bound on the bit error rate was derived for convolutional coded 7/4-

DQPSK modulation using frequency-offset diversity and soft decision Viterbi 

decoding. Based on the numerically computed bit error rate bound, it was 

found that the combination of frequency-offset diversity and convolutional cod-

ing results in a very significant improvement compared to a simple differential 

detector receiver that does not have any diversity and soft decision Viterbi de-

coding. For example, in a flat slow fading channel, for a carrier to interfering 

signal power ratio of 30 dB, a bit error rate of 10-3 requires carrier to noise 

power ratio of 5 dB for the receiver with frequency-offset diversity and soft 

decision Viterbi decoding. Compared to this, a differential detection receiver 

with no frequency-offset diversity and no convolutional coding requires a car-

rier to noise power ratio of 40 dB for the same bit error rate performance. Also 
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the error floors in simple differential detectors which may occur at a bit error 

rate in the 10' to 10' range are moved to bit error rate better than 10-15. 

The proposed North American digital cellular system will use convolutional 

coded 71-/4-DQPSK modulation. The analysis done in this thesis can be used 

to predict the performance of convolutional coded 7/4-DQPSK under various 

channel conditions. Also the improvement in the bit error rate performance 

because of frequency-offset diversity can be predicted using the bound derived 

in this thesis. 

4. A simulation program was developed which was used to obtain an estimate 

on the bit error rate performance of convolutional coded 7/4-DQPSK using 

frequency-offset diversity and soft decision Viterbi decoding under different 

channel conditions. The simulation program was also used to get the bit error 

rate performance for uncoded 7/4-DQPSK. This simulation program was used 

to verify the upper bound on the bit error rate of convolutional coded 7/4-

DQPSK. It was found that the bound derived is reasonably tight and can be 

used to predict the performance of convolutional coded 71/4-DQPSK quickly. 

Considerable time can be saved by using the BER bound to predict the perfor-

mance. Time taken to simulate the exact BER performance for this system can 

run into months for different channel parameters even at high bit error rates. 

7.2 Future work 

From the work reported in this thesis it is seen that the combination of frequency-

offset diversity and convolutional coding provide significant gain in the bit error rate 
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performance. The performance of GMSK and 7/4-DQPSK could be further improved 

by using an adaptive baseband equalization. The adaptive baseband equalizer can 

mitigate the effect of intersymbol interference caused by frequency-selective fading due 

to multipath propagation. The adaptive equalizer should have very fast convergence 

properties during short preamble training sequences and fast tracking properties dur-

ing the information data transmission. The use of adaptive equalizers in the receiver, 

on the other hand, will make the receiver more complex and costly. Further research 

work is required to determine the structure of an adaptive equalizer, as well as for the 

performance evaluation of the proposed structure. A trade-off study between com-

plexity and performance would be needed to make a decision about incorporation of 

the equalizer in the receiver. 
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